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It is a pleasure to be with the me

nbers

of

the Holy Name Society this morning as we gather for
our monthly conunu.n:i.on breakfast.

I have been hard

put to decide upon a subject for my brief talk this
morning - bu� have concluded that it would be most
appropriate to say a few words on the subject of
prayer.

In doing so, I retrace a talk I made a

couple of months ago to the Newman Club on the
campus.

It will probably not be repetitious for any-

'y

one in this group.
May I begin then with a simple story:
,/

Not-very long ago , I went with a Catholic
friend to attend the funeral of a protestant man a charitable Christian - he was a man with whom my
friend and I had been rather closely associated a
nwnber of years ago. Driving home from the funeral,
we exchanged some conversat ion concerning the hopeless, terrible and swift incurable disease which
had, all too quickly, taken our friend from us.
,

-2I observed:

"Today certainly brings clearly home

tit'f/l/Q
I the central fact thatone should be prepared to die
at

I was not surprised at my friend's

any time."

response, I knew he was a devout Catholic, an active
man, a frequent communicant, but I was greatly
impressed at the completeness, the feeling and the
�

t.. t.\-'""" c 4, � ft"�
i n hi s 0

faith together with the confidence mirrored
immediate answer.

"Mac" he said 111 would be truly afraid to live
any other way.

I want to need only a secondts notice;

I want to be ready, " he said emphatically "at any
time.

And when I look back" he said "and consider

that there were times when I was not prepared to go -

I realize how thankful I should be and how Rind
the good Lord has been to me to let me live."

Re-

ferring to our deceased friend, a non-Catholic, he
related how he had satisfied himself as far

as

he could

that our friend was prepared prior to hLs death. Then
he said: "bµt you know, I am puzzled.

6<t

/( of

JlA/�

za,

4

He was not told

his approaching death of the hopeless character of
1

his illness - he found it out for himself, but

3

-

-

Had I been in his

fortunately in time to prepare.

(U�-.,�

rf

place" he said "I would have wanted to kno

because

I would have wanted to spend every minute that I could
"Here" he said "was

in prayer and in preparation."
a man facing

the greatest event of his entire life;

facing the very purpose
n amely eternity and th

�

for w ich he was created -

�-�r·:;

i

erlasting l fe and he

did not know that he was going

t�

die.

Believe me" he

'1��

said "l would want to be prepari

ernity.11

And

he went on to say: "Not long ago, I had a truly
horrible nightmare.
any longer.

I had lost the capacity to lift my heart

and mind to God
before him.
with me.

I/

I dreamed that I could not pray

-

I was unable to lay my necessities

.r,,. uPrayer and its consolation wa.e no longer

Believe me - there is no greater torture,

he said, than to realize the importance of prayer
/
and yet be unable to pray.

There is the feeling of

being completely lost, of being detached from all
sources of peace, consolation and salvation."

'I

4

-

-

4(.,t,..c.4. �
Well, I am sure � statement would not be

\

unusual if made

�

a clergyman - but the sincerity of

this layman impressed me because it seemed to embody such

.:thereafter, and
�
� 'llf.

an abiding conviction in the
so t¥Pica.l

�"°Su� �

a

p

m

o& Gatholiciim,

.J-

f>lt.I

a..c,...

of prayer.

the efficacy

the Catholic faith

onfidence of a member of the Church militant,

who is perfectly at peace with the knowledge that man has
a higher destiny - a destiny to be achieved by the
prayers of a life well lived with every action keyed
to a realization of ma.n's last end .1v
'9c.-u,/,.
/,.. f.11..<,t,K d -t..,
"

1

p?ayt

Now if one

""(,'
wishes

�,,

"

r''

f1

t /1
to rationalize the spirit of

f(t

t•

":"< �

;

Catholicism, the meaning of prayer and its importance
in the life of grace - �he-re-is-no- better repository

�� � -qJ/t -Id �-

i;, than in

�r the Catholic reade

-

the writings of

the great Cardinal Newman - who has so beautifully and
with such depth and keenness of intellect explored the
philosophical basis of Catholicism and the meaning of
prayer.
Our priceless gift of the true faith - belief
in God and in his Holy Church, in the immortality
of our souls made to God's image - is a gift and a

o��

Y_!"

/,QA(, �1t-l"�

�
grace which must be nurtured and preserved.
�·
4
fi
/"..J
�
/",-(
•

.,

-5-

f��,�at&ly

)Ye

live in an increasingly materialistic

age in which man seeks to find self-satisfaction and
the answer to human ills in the human intellect alone.
Men repudiate the d��trine of a Divine Indwelling

1'"1."'1 sIn..,.

in our souls of a Holy Spirit - of which Newman wrote so
""· �

.
beautifully; atheists .c:.J.. aim disbelief at the efficacy

I/

of "continual prayer" as the certain road to peace and
the practice of the virtues.

The convictions of our

Catholic faith and our confidence in divine revelation stand

th��pe

as

the major hope in an age of con-

fusion akin to despair.
I have said I would draw upon the
prose of Cardinal N ewman - he has pointed the way of
putting God before us in all things - in continual
prayer through our lives. Thi
� � s 1>Re e�seuce in--

/� ;//eJ �et 4 �/P--.

(�#- k �c
se13araele fi-o1n txtle Cathol-±e±sm
,�

.J

•

- He tells us:

"A man who is religious, is religious
norning, noon and night; his religion is a
certain character, a mould in which his thoughts,

-6-

words and actions are cast, all forming
parts of one and the same whole.

He sees

God in all things; every course of action
he directs towards those spiritual objects which God has revealed to him; every occurrence
of the day, every event, every person met with,
all news which he hears he measures by the
standard of God's will • ••• To be religious is,
in other words, to have the habit of prayer, or
to pray always. This is what Scripture means by
doing all things to God's glory; that is, so
placing God's presence and will before us, and
so consistently acting with reference to Him, that
all we do beco�es one body and course of obedience,
witnessing without ceasing to Him who made us,
and whose servants we are •

••

"Thus religious obedience·is, at it were,
a

spirit dwelling in us, extending its in

fluence to every motion of the soul • • •

-7-

"If it be said that no man on earth does
thus continually and perfectly glorify and worship God" says N ewman "this we all know too well;
this is only saying that none of us has reached
perfection.

We know, alast that in many things

all of us offend. But I am speaking not of what
we do, but of what we ought to do, and must aim

grow in grace and in
the knowledge of our Savior, we shall be
approximate to Him in obedience, who is our
.

great example, and who alone of all the sons of
Adam lived in the perfection of unceasing prayer."

Though such standards of perfection as
..

Cardinal Newman referred to are not attained - they are the

:?��.J�

»t � c
ideal of prayerful lives for whic Gatholioism st.rives.

�

And it is the emphasis of Catholicism on prayer - the
habit which N ew.nan describes as the "practice of turning

·

-

8-

to God and to the unseen world, in every season, in
'

,,...., ....Jl.. .. 'I
�es the

1rJ

every place, in every emergency" tha

. .

·7

eJ

'-"-�.$

forces of irreligion to rally< against belief in God
as exemplified in practica

ti
&Uao!iri:If:
,,

-

Never was

there greater need for universality of prayer when
standards of morality based upon h�inan dignity are
being subjected to attack on a scale threatening
�

/tufu.c �

Qo-11

u,

l
- ef civilization itseJ:f.
the; �y�ur-v- iva

'

�

It is

significant that both at Lourdes and at Fatima - the
emphas

� was
l.f

upon the importance of prayer .

lJ.J) \.l,,

t ,.
\
� (J1.V<A

� M �.,_,/.�·
�
of the Catholic faith, ours is
As laymen
.

a special responsibility.

� by&4.'-the

The lay apostolate must

f\

good example of well ordered lives, make men realize
the importance of bringing God back into the affairs of
men; to-bri:ng Him; for exampl:e, into the l'iaHs- of-t-he

��/,(,/y;7

�......, ·""
...e..
U�� to combat the inroads of the atheism

and materialism so characteristic of our times and to
replace it with Christian principles.
<$J...\,I.

your

As Catholics,

dedication to the ideals so beautifully expressed

by Newman in relation to prayer will result in further
strength - an alliance with the Mystical Body to enhance
the prospects of peace of soul and to inculcate order and

-

9

-

justice in economic and social affairs of men.

And so today - we draw inspiration from each
other and from the good example implicit in such
an impressive gathering of men of

the Holy Name

Society - in that example, there is a strengthening
of the cause of our holy religion and we all, in turn,
are made better Catholics as we become stronger members
of the Holy Name Society.

There is no mpre effective

p rayer than the good example you have given as men of
the Holy Name Society this morning.
strength to keep up the good work.

Letts.ask for

./

•

l1

1

f1

J I

� l'

Mr. Toastmaster, brother�
.
Knights, distinguished
1 r1.,
guests, ladies and gentle - i
men:
·'1

)

.,,,.,,,

'

Columbus Day .._.:�_c..tg�r
� .
Tonight, let.us
12, 1958.
pull aside the veil of ··
history and journey back in
spirit to Ascension Day,
May 20th, 1506. In the
little town of Valladolod
of the King dom of Spain . We
approach the bedside of one
of the greatest heroes the
world has ever known or ever
will know
Ly ing on his
deathbed, garbed in the
frock of the religious order
of St. Francis, we find a

-

•

.

(2)
tall, blue-eyed, dis
tinguished looking man.
His blond hair aged by many
cares and much worry is now
a snowy wintry white.
His
usually florid complexion1
owing to illness has given
way to that pale,hue so
often seen a.s the herald of
approaching death
An ex
pression of calmness, of
benignity rests upon his
countenance. He realizes
full well that for him only
one voyage is ·left - the
trip into "that undiscovered
country from whose borne no
traveller returns" - that
voy age in which all travel1 ers, be they rich or poor,
famous or unkpown, must
tread with equality meted
out by Div�ne Justice.
Having received all the
•

.

(B)
•

sacraments of Holy Mother
the Church, with the sam�
assurance that he had in
und er taking his earlier
epoch•making journeys Hark! he speaks his last
"In manus tuas,
words:
Domine, commendo spiritum
meum" - "Into thy hands,
0 Father, I c ommend my
spirit. " And thus, with the
words of his crucified
Savior on his lips Chris topher Columbus - he
patron of our order ] died.

{i

Gathered here tt�bt,
on this Columbus Day, more
than f our hundre a.;Y!lfli
after the life and death of
Christopher C olumbus, as
members of a Knighthood

(4)
. ..

.

bearing his name, we may
with propriety pause to re
hearse and re-tell the oft
repeated and well known
facts of his life, but in so
doing we should not permit
ourselves to lose sight of
the beautiful lesson to be
learned from the manner of
his death.
Who was Columbus and
what did he accomplish?
Let
us briefly recall some of
the high points of his
career.
It is generally
accepted that Cristoforo
Colo�bo, as.he is called
in Italian, or Cristoval
Colon, in the Spanish, was
born in Genoa in 1451. At
a very early age he ·under
took the practice of navi
gation.
The Genoese were

(5)
noted for bei�g enterpris
ing and daring .seamen.
Schooled in this tradition
of his native land, Columbus
supplemented his practical
experience with study . He
became a dreamer and a
thinker. He acquired a
fair knowledge of astronomy
and cosmography and gradu
ally came t o the view that
the earth was not flat; that
it is a sphere and that by
s·ailing westward a shorter
route to the rich East
Indies might be discovered.
But how was he, in hi s
poverty, to obtain the men
and money, the ships and
su p plies needed for such a
vozag�? For more than ten
...

.

(6)
y ears Columbus sought to
obtain the backing and
support of the most power
ful princes in Europe with
out success. The King of
Portugal refused to sponsor
the enterprise.
Undaunted,
he wen.t to Spain in 148 5
and , through the influence
of some learned clergy men,
he obtained an audience with
Ferdinand and Isabella. A
junta, or commission appoin�
ed to consider the matter
turned in an adverse report
which their Catholic
majesties felt constrained
to follow. Henry the V!Ith
of England and Charles V!IItt
of France likewise turned
down the schemes of Colum
bus.
But Columbus was not
easily to be discouraged,
....

·

(7) .
returning to Spain, he had
the plan rectinsidered only
to .r eceive an unfavorable
report from a second junta.
Reduced almost to beggary ,
he betook himself to a
Franciscan monastery and
sought admis sion for his
y oung son. This was in
January of 1492. The prior,
Father Juan Perez, con
fessor to Queen Isabell.a,
Father
became interested.
Perez·was able ·to convince
Isabella to back the ex
pedition and she in turn,
as women often can, easily
influenced her husband King
In the short
Ferdinand.
study tha.. t _ I have been able
to make I have not found
historical corroboration of

(8)
the pawning of Isabella's
jewels
It is, however,
reliably reported that Luis
de Santangel was "receiver
of the ecclesiastical re
venues of Aragon" and that
he advanced funds to
I sabella for Columbus's
fir st voyage - so, in
reality , it was the Church
that furni shed the money for
the voy age. Three ve ssels,
the Santa Maria, the Pinta,
and the Nina with 120 men
were provided.
Before le av
ing Columbus re ceived the
sacraments of Penanc� and
Holy Eucharist, at the hands
of Father Juan Perez and the
officer s and cre ws of the
little squadron did likewise.
With stout hearts but not
•

.

.

.

(9)
without misgivings of the
terrors of the deep, the ex
pedition left Spain on
August 5, 1492. Weather
conditions were ideal. Al
though Columbus feared in
subordination and revolt,
there is no actual evidence
that mutiny really broke ou�.
In Columbus's log book it is
reported that at 10 o'clock
P.M. October 11th, 1492 land
was sighted.
In the forenoc:n
of October 12th the party
landed planting a cross on
the shore and taking posses
sion in the name of their
Cat holic majesties.
The
island, one of the Bahama
group, off the southeast
coast of Florida, was called
San Salvador. On t his, his

(10)
first voy age, Columbus also
discovered and explored a
part of Cuba and establish
ed a Spanish colony _ on the
coast of Haiti or Santo
Domingo.
Returning to Spain in
149�, Columbus was received
in triumph. He displayed
the proofs of his discovery,
still erroneously believing
that he had reached eastern
Asie.. ·
Columbus made thre e
other voy ages - on his
second voy age in 1495 he
discovered the Caribbean
islands - Jamaica and other
minor groups. On his third
voy age in 1498 he reached
the coast of South America.

(11) .
On

his

fourt h an d

he reached

1502

voyage in

last

the coast of Hon duras.
" when

trouble

comes

n ot

But

comes it

s in gle spies but

in

battalion s "

-

of

Columbus

evid en c e of

this

is

ass ertion.

cons tantly

He was

beset with

tr�uples in
Colum � us

The life

the

colon ies.

was probably

poor ad min ist r&tor.

a

very

Furthe�

more he was in teres t ed
primarily

in

was forced

explorin g.

to leave

ministration of the
in

the han ds

of

his

He

the ad
co l o ni e s

brothers

or other subordinates while
away

on

ation .

trips
The

of explor

climate was bad

and unhealthful,
s carce and

t he f oo d

t he na tives

(12)

goaded on by Spanish
brutality had become hostil�
Columbus was blamed for all
of this.
In addition the
colonists, most of whom
were Spaniards, resented be
ing gov.erned by the Ita.lian
Columbus and his Italian
The character of
brothers.
the Spanish colonists, many
of whom were ex-convicts or
others from the lowest
str·atum of Spanish society ,
was not such as to result
in the traits of loy alty to
a ruler.
Complaints against
Columbus multiplied.
In
vestigations followed,
culminating in the return
of Columbus to Spain in

(15)

irons

after his

He was d ep rived

third voyage.
of

the

Governorship of the East
He was dis cred ited
Indies.
in

Spain because he had

failed

to find

gold in as

large qua,n ti ties as h.ad
been orig�nally

expe cted.

Columbus was released and
permitted

to·under take his

fourth voy age from which he
returned in feeble health
in 1504.
S hort l y af ter his
return

his patroness,

Isabella d ied.

Queen

Al though he

was n ot

desti tute and

was

treated

with honor in

Spain,

his

usefulness as an ex-

p lorer was def initely

ended .

Chris topher Columbus
was a genius - a bold and

(14)
skilful navigator - an in
telligent man - a man of
courage, a man of ideals,
a man of ·ideas I He could
surmount great difficulties.
Columbus also. was human we know that he sinned and
sinned greviously . Yet at
the same time he was deeply
religious and repentant.
One of the powerful moti
vating forces that spurred
him on in his voy ages of
discovery was his desire to
spread christianity among
the pagan natives.
Columbus, although he
did not know or believe it
himself, gave us a new
He believed, up
world.
until his death, that he
·

(15)

had discovered a short route
to Asia and that the West
Indies were merely the east
ern fringe of the Asiatic
con tinen t.
Columbus was a pioneer.
Every ship whether of land
or air that wends its way
between Europe and America
today obtains its chart of
navigation from Columbus.
His pioneering spirit led
the way for others - for
John Cabot and Americus
Vespucius in 1497; for
Balboa who rea.ched the
Pacific Ocean in 151�, for
Cabral, Verrazano, Cartier,
Coronado, Hudson, Cortez
and other gallant and in
trepid early explorers.
His

(16)

achievement pointed

the way

even

Corrigan

for Lindbergh,

and others.
the. same pioneering

And
spiri t

that le·d the way

a chievemen t by

man y

in

to
the

mundane explorations of
furnishes a guide

lif e -

Knigh ts of

a.11

Columbus and

who mus t surely

evi tably
of

his example may
privileged

the

Emula ting
we all

be

to approach that

journey with
f idence

to

tha�

into

death.

to

and ·in-r

under take

f u t�re journey
realm

this

the

same

con

tha t was his say ing,

like him in our last
momen t
Father,
-

- "Into thy
I

hands

commend my

In manus tuas,

0

.
spirit"

Domine,

commendo

spiritum meum."

For us the
of

real

this

lesson

Columbus.

******

of

then

is

the life

W or thy Grand Knight and brother

It

this

Communism,

occasion.

socialism,

expected

to cover any

floating

around

s ub

fascism

I

matter but,
I

invitation nevertheless.

Nazism, and
"ism"

that

speakers do,

have since had

hasty acceotance, becsuse in the studies

I

occasion
have

am

I

may haopen to be
Bahlinger ex

explained to him that I

as most

som ething

I suppose

When Brother � ndrer.

at the moment.

j ec t

and

pernicious

to me

to address the

have been requested to say

I

other

tended the invit�tion

about the

-

is a great honor for me to be invited

Council on
on

knights

knew

nothing

I accepted the
to r e gret my

made over

the

summer,

I have come to realize more and more the complexity of t he subject
matter with which w e are to deal tonight,

been at a l o ss how best to handle
trust,

therefore,

that in your

and quite frankly

I have

this most difficult assign�ent.

ch&rity you

will

I

make due allowances.

Commun i s m
Now we
speakers say

hear a gre�t deal about
on every

ment is on trial and
are interested,

communism

and we hear oublic

occasion that the democratic form of govern
may

succumb,

therefore,

even in Ame1·ica,

in getting some

idea or

to

communism.

conceotion of the

theories or basis upon which communistic doctrine rests.
get this before us,

to the theory and doctrines of the

c�n

Catholics

cannot subscribe

communists.

of all one word of warning - the oupolar conce�tion of

a communist is ttat of
unshaven,

If we

I think that we may readily understand why t he

C atholic church d oes nq,..t-and why we as

First

We

a heavily

bearded fellow,

with long hRir and dirty

unclean,

un�emot,

clothes going about with

a bomb
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in his right
Such

hand

looking

for

is far from the truth.

some appropriate building to

Communists

in many c ases

int,ellectual s who s.re motivated by sincerity
doctrine that they preach

lies the salvation of

The basis of communism is
the communist,
in an

a.s follows -

are outstanding

a belief
the

world

ideal society the

laborer.

and

according to the

is bound to c ome since

rejects the

that

he never will un-

idea

advocates ownership of

of

(a

or

capitalistic class.

right defended by

with

and

of production in the community.
therefore,

aims at the abolish-

the suDport of the masses of industrial

oroletaria� end with the aid of numerous classes of

lower clerks and etc.,
tariat it is

laboring

of the

,,u.·��e; �-

Communism and the communist movement,

workmen, the

the interests

in his encyclical �uadrogesimo Anno)

all means

recon-

is

private prooerty

��a.

ment of cRpitalism and,

This

communistic doctrine

interests of the rulin�

Holy Father the Pone

� �fl�J,.

especially

The communist sees capitalism·as oppression

class are opoosed to the

�

says

They preach the doctrine that the laborer does not

struction of society,

our

and mankind.

apply,

til our whole system of society has been r econstructed.

Communism

in the

in ores ent soc :i.Ety,

principle of equality should.

get what he is entitled to f o r his labor and

inevitable,

that

there is unequal distribution of wealth a n d happiness;

in the economic system.
of the

and

blow up.

through a world-wide revolution of the Drole-

expected that this

ownership of the means
and warehouses is

of

aim will be accomolished.

production such e. s

fa.ctorie s,

National

industries

the basis of the communist economic theory.

Communism as a broad concention can b e traced back to Plato's
Republic in

which orivate

orooerty was abolished.

And

in �ore's

-

Utooia there in criticism of

5
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the social system

idens of communism in a broader

sense.

movement is at�ributed to Karl Marx communism with the idea of
bring about a radical
to alter

the

But the modern communistic
who was the first to identify

a class war and throu�h the movement to

reorganization o f all conditions of life and

spiritual life of the

definite movement and objective;

world.

he

�arx

suggested

laboring class and the caoitalists could
that the laboring

there are latent

gave communism a

the idea that

the

never become reconciled and

class by capture of t he means of oroduction

will

be able to li berate the oppressed and to emancioate the pFoletariat.
But says communism,
which
ment.

must likewise go.
In all democrctic

the oower of

with orivate ownershio there are other ideas
First of

all

forms of

government and in most �overnments

the Stete is on the

they r eason the achievement
without first

overthrowing

there is the matter of govern

side of the caoitr.lists.

of the aims of communism �re not possitle
the government.

says the communist thet revolution
fact is t he only means of nutting

Therefore,

it

com�unism

into

effect.

Communist economic and social

Religion also must eo,

say the

Modern

and that a oeriod of

ship of the oroletariat based on OQen terror is the only
the

follows,

is absolutely necessary and in

communism r egards revolution as essential

crePting

Therefore,

dictator

means of

system.

communists

- and why

-

because

the le8ders of the communistic movement are wise enoupht to see thrt
religion

-

love of God and love of

the orincioles of communism.
doctrine that

neighbor are incompatible with

Accordingly,

"religion is the opium of

!arl

Marx preached the

the oeoole".

Or,

to s tate

-

it more clearly,
after.

the

Religion is

to make the

co�munistm
merely

laboring

4
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teach that there is no God,

an invention of the ca?it�lists designed

class,

the

nroletariat,

beco�e r esi�ned

their lot in the world and to make them submissive to the
"Reli�ion

capitalism.

is the opium of the oeoole"

Rome is the Chief of the Big Opium Joint
off your

shackles,

no God!;

follow

Thy should
itl

You

murder

all of

ooor deluded

hereafter -

fool!

�ermitted,

up to show you the
in Spain.

a divorce

�hese are the

If time

- there is no

- Rise

�he

Pooe of

hereafter; steal

for 15c

You tool of

-

- there

to

ends of

you workers,

your carnal inclinations

you not have

no here

is

throw

there is
no God?

like in Pussia if you

want

the canitalists t�ere is no

things th&t communism t eaches about r eligion.
illustretion upon illustration migh�

be piled

sad plight of religion under com�unism in P.ussia and

I commend

to your reading the

book on "Isms"

nub:ished by

the Am erican Legion.
fl:i:th your i11d'.llgence
things that have b·en

done

I shonld like to tell of a few of the
to religion in Russia.

Sunday has been a bolished.
any day e xceot by number.

In fact,

there is no designttion of

Church holidays have

been abolished.

The

few churches that remain have been converted into public m�seums t o
teach �atred for &
s�itute1 for God,
�ossess

belief i n Good.
and

�arx

ani

Stalin

h�ve

been

Lenin has been substit�ted �or Chri�t.

a bible you may be thrown into nrison

•

•

•

sub
If you

t�is is counter

revolutionary.

If a oerson attends a religious ceremony or i� it is

discovered that

he still b elieves in

the co11rriunist perty and may be

God

he crnnot

11liquidated11•

remain

In the

a member

schools since

of

-

the Bolshevistic revol�tion
Russians 18

a generation of

these doctrines from
�m erica

where our

5
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of 1917

hatred of religion is taught

years of

the cradle.

age today have been t aught

How different f rom conditions

government is founded

inalienable right of

-

uuon the

urinciple

in

of the

every citizen to worship God accordi�g to his

own belief.
One

of the

thin� s

most deplorable

a bout

imoetus as an international movement that it
world war

after the

�cancer,

it snreads

gaining a strong
countries.

In

advent of

communism

testified

as is

foothold in Jaoan,

our

own America

States is actively a t work.

comm1rnism is the
h8s received

in Russia.

by

great

since the

Communism is li�e

con diti ons in Spain.

It is

Mexico and i� many European

- the

America

Communist Party of the United
must be

vigilant.

Nazi§.!!!.
Now

na s s

let us

abbreviation for

to Nazism.

ThP.

is

merely

a member of Adolph Hitler's National

German Workingmen's
Some idea of

Party.

The

the basis of National

Socialism in Germany may

- a little textbook which has been

for the 7,000,000 children in the Hitler Youth �ove�ent.

of the masses of

German people

superiority and blood preservation.
six

through the

According

to the

doctrine

ore

of �

to Hitler there are

Drinciual Eurooean r aces each with its own neculi&r character

istics
the

ponular

Socialistic

The Nazi :ioctrine is a mystic theory d esigned to a.p"Oeal
judices

the

formed in 1920.

oarty was

be obtained from the Nazi Primer
designed

term Nazi

- t he

Nordic race,

Eastern and

the Phalic,

the East Baltic

-

of

the Ttestern,
which

the Dinaric,

the Nordic race i s

-6-

superior both

physically a n d mentally.

a lengthy e xposition
the German
these

people,

outstanding

of the importance

preponderantly
physical and

SU!)eriori ty and leadership.
Mendelian

German oeople

is stressed.

of the German

destiny

the German race

improve and

German people

direct contact

fostering

the German

defensive warefare
The Nazi

doctrine

between

spread

over

the centuries,
lands,

r.

Hitler,

der

by

Fuhrer,

peoule and to right the

drawn from the
for the

doctrine it is the

the Nazi

for racial imorovement.

spread

its culture

is the Jews,

mind

But

throughout

for

the

same thin�

of the e arly

their culture;

of

the darkness,

German

as a
Jews.

greatness of
it relates how

and how,

through

p1shed back, d eprived of t heir

successors were
the

so that

the

and blood contamination of t he

illuminating

until their German

make for

"oure breeding"

ace is one and the

they were divided,

ultimate victimization
War.

to

furnishes a long story

Eurone,

preserve

of foreign Jeoole with whom

the Nordics and the advanced state
they

to

of

are contaminated by contact with

The one ty�e

ueople,

upon d eductions
necessity of

the

"Foreign oeople".
have

Nordic race,

characteristics which

mental

to breed

civilization as long as they

of race and of the destiny

the

According

peoole

cannot

of

Based

inheri ta nce

laws of

The doctrine then goes into

Treaty

of

is the leader

wrongs that the

brought at last

Vers�illes after

to their
the World

who is to liberate the German
Germans

see in

the

T r e aty of

Versailles.
According to the Nazi doctrine,
outside the German political area;
the existing

political area

many Germany

but they

of Germany

lands are still

are still German lands;

is ins�fficient to support

-7-

existing
eugenic

Germans,
purposes

imorove�ent.
areas

to say nothing of the added numbers required for
under

It,

the German orogram

therefore,

must be reunited to

and the

�resent

inevitably

the

additional neces:ity of acquiring
achieving

the objectives

Nazism

of

fact Goebbels,
hand

men

the

expresses it

political church,
people

will

political
Nazi's

pastors

the Austria ptusch

there is therefore

the

it suppressP.s religious

nationalism

ryropaganda
-

he says:

where for hundreds of
be true

of our people."

�o its

be

doctrine.

In

and one of Hitler's right
"The Nazi party is a

thousands

of

years German

National Socialists.

We are the

The German doctrine under the

is to recognize no higher allegiance then tbat to National

Socialism

- the Nazi

even preach that the

Party is a bove God
insane

The Nazi party advocates
In actual

religion.
in Germany,

including

severely restricted.
just as

of

this way

be trained to

nence

Hitler.

opnosing

minister

for race

colonies and raw msterials for

is a religion in itself;

lief because it wents no

breeding

follows that the border

Fatherland,

Czechoslovo�ian crisis;

of uure

so Nazis

in fact many of the Nazi's

Hitler is himself a God

"positive christiani�"

practice the activities
Catholics,

a vague sort of a

Calvinists have been

Brittanica

their faith from the B ible

find the expression

incarnate.

of all religious grouos

Lu therans and

The Encyclooedia

Christians draw

of Jesus,

-

of their

reports -

"Today,

and the words

faith and

belief in

qitler's book.
The

intolerance

Americanism.

of Nazism is inconsistent with the ideals of

Nazism differs from

communism in that it does

not

-

8

-

completely a bolish private prooerty as communism a dvocates.

It sub-

stitutes regimentation and it makes the Jews the scaoegoat.

Nazism

has also not gone

as far as communism in the matter of

Nazism will tolerate

religion if

religion

it accedes to the will

of the

.

state

and assists in National Socialistic orooaganda.
As you know,

the future of Nazism is today hanging

in the

balance.

Fascism

Passing now to
movement was founded
means a bundle
ment.

and

Throughout

Fascism.

As

by

�ussolini in

Benito

you know,

the

Italian

1919.

Fascistic

The word fascio

fascism signifies unity of me�bers of the
Italy

in 1919 and 1920

the fascistic

move-

narty

of

Mussolini acting with other oolitical g roups combined to defeat
red or communistic movements.

rapidly

erowing in Italy and

organization, greatly

The communistic organizations were

it was the fascists who,

through

aided in suppressing communistic

Fascists thus began to arm themselves

riots.

The

for the defense of the nation.

The struggles between communists and fascists continued through

1921 and 1922.
sometimes

cslled

Because the fascists or
were

ready

black

shirts as they �ere

to s acrifice their lives in

of national defense against the communists,

the

caus e

the fascists received

�SU-..

because they s aw in the movement the only

class,

landlords and manufacturers likewise supported fascism.

supoort from the

in

liberals and

the chaos due to d aily

Catholics in

riots of the

Italy.

Catholics supported
hope for the country

communists.

The oropertied

-9-

Gradually definite

theories of

Fascism advocates a
in the

powerful

economic sohere or as

government evolved in the movement.

State wherein th� action of indiviiusls
oroducers

should be controlled

by the

State through technical councils

and not through

parliament.

Fascism aims

the orestige of

the State;

at first,

ing oroduction;

restoring

olacing finances

Unlike communism,

and oro9oses a system of

flicts.

Employers

connected

firm

foundation.

fascism recognizes the right of private

property

Workmen are

on a

develoo

State disci�line

over class con

should be organized and invested with responsibility.

to be organized likewise.

Some enterorises so closely

with the national welfare should be t aken over.

Others

left to nrivate enternrise.
Mussolini came into

power in

1922,

and more ooner unto himself and oarty.
party.

His decrees

with the approval

and has �radually t aken more

He does not act through a
of a national council are the

law.
Fascism is,
minor

in general favorable to Catholicism.

conflicts between

the Vatican

There are

and �ussolini on metters of

education - but in g eneral the relation is a friendly one.
Fascism,

it is true,

society does not
for

society.

enterprise.

exist for

rejects democracy.
the individual,

Fascism rejects
Fascism

It teaches that

but the individual ex:Bts

socialism and

believes

how�ver does seek to s ecure

in private

j�stice between the

classes just as it seeks to e stablish justice between individuals.
Fascism aims

at a totalitarian state

- i. e. ,

a highly centralized

-10-

government

under control

presentation to other

of a political grouo

political parties.

t o e xoress himsel� is subordinated

which allows no re

The right of the individual

to t he good o f t he State.

Although Fascism has always resulted in a dictatorship
there has been much �eplorable
sought to suopress this
Germany is
state.

violence,

and

Mussolini himself bas

violence.

often referred to

as another example of a Fascistic

It allows but one political party and has a dictatorship.
In the

political

challenge to the

sphere fascism is

group of the Fascist party.
the Vatican and
sideration is

the outstanding contemoorary

system of parliamentarism.

fascism is merely a means of registering

Parliament under

the decisions of the inner

Recently there have been rifts betr.een

the Fascists.

In fact it has been r eported thet

con

being given to moving the Vatican to France.

Mussolini is a

question

Hitler in the Austrian c risis.
Czechoslovakian crisis.
still

-

mark

in

Europe

today.

He

sided with

He has been silent so far in the

Where he will

stand in the

evrnt

of war is

a question.

Socia� i�m
Is the doctrine that

the orincipnl means of production and

distribution should be owned and o�rated by governmental a�thority
:or

�ublic

use rather than for

o f different

schools

orivate profit.

There are a n�mber

of socialism because of differences of ooinion

as to the speed of transition &nd the method of its attainreent.
two principal

schools are Marxian and Fabian.

The �arxian theory

The
has

-11-

alre�dy ceen

touched on.

The Fabian

soci&lists

favor comoensation

for prooerty taken over and a more gradual trRnsition.
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Worthy GrPd hi�t
It ia indeed a priTil•c• and an honor to be i:a.Tit•d to addr• •• you
OJl

th1• oooaaion.

I Ul afraid that I u "1ilt7 ot oboo •inc too 1eriou• and

weigbt7 a aubjMt tor disou1aion at

e.

ta• "flbq -.. mipt all pr•t•r to r•lu

iD the pleaaant aHociation and ,ood tellOW8hip ot thia ••.ting.
l'triT• not to postpone

undul7

I •hall

our u:rtioipat9Cl relaxation.

But thee• are aerioua tiae1 and aa Catholio
obligation ot keepinc alert to the

important

men w.

all ha.Te the

end tundamental dootrin•• ot

our hol7 religion a• the•• dootrin•• aay atteet u1 in our clail7 liT•••

It

ahould bo a aouro• ot groat oon9olation in thia age ot oontuaion and
111.terialia tor ua to realise that Catholio philoaoph7 ha.a

an

ansnr- the

oorrMt anner ba••d upon diYin• teaching tor eaoh of the burning i•au••
ot the da.7•
.AmoDg many ehangea in Am•rioan lit• during th• paat ten year••
the problaia ot labor haT• oeoupied a prcminot poaition. Poli•i•• to be
adopted in the aolution ot labor problem• are boillg ca:iatantly diaou•a•d in the otfioea of employer•• in the legi•latiT• br&J20h ot COT•rmaent••
both national and State and in the bs.lla ot labor organisation••
In �oent 7ear1 w• haTe heard muoh about the or&a.nization of labor
er CIO and 1$of L - ot labor '• right to oollectiT• barga.iniDc, ot the
attitude ot th• Hew Deal on the problca ot labor- ct th• lfap•r .lot • th•
wag•• and hour law, th• Jl8.tic:mal labor r•latiou Board.

We haT• witne •••d

1Jl Aa•ri•a - strilc.,, both 1it-down and walk-out; boyoott•

and

an era

ot piokniD,.
Indeed we •an eaaily reoog:nise that th• reo onoiliation between the
re1peotiT• poattiona ot•tnw• labor and oapi'tal i• one ot the gra.veat aooial
problai1 ot the day.

And &• we look at the oontemporar,. eTide:noe all

ab out ue and ••e •om• ot the outward :aaaiteltationt of wu-•.t being oreated
al:mo1t daily, we ar• a.p'b to b•lin• that theee problem• are entirel7 new,
.

and ,,,.

may eaaily forget that ther• is a definite Catholio 1ooial philo1ophy

on th••• illportant aubjeota- a philoaophy tha.t does not attampt to cleal
intimately and a1Dutely with ••h pha•e of the labor problem� ainoe the
detail• m.e.y oonatantly ohang• im"'""•

a•

our

oaaplex industrial aooie'tJ'

1• alw.y• ohancinc, but a definite Catholic philosoph7 which hold• the
olrreot ohristian prinoipl•• before the taitbtul tor their guidanDe.
The

moral aapMta of thi1 great aooial probl• - the relation between

capital and labor -

were T•r,- olearly enuno iated alaost f11'ty year• a10.

to be exact on � 15, 1891• whezi hi• holin••• Pop• wo XIII addrHHd ·hi•
great enoyolioal Rer\Dl

llO'Y&l"Ull

ola•••• to all the t�itbtule
one writer

&I

nOTarua

Thia great eDCyolioal ha• been desorib•d by

"the 1001al Magna Carta ot Catholioi.. • and it merited for

Pop• Leo XIII. the
Rerum

dealing lfith th• condition ot th• working

name

of

"the worlcinpian•a pop•"•

The eDCyolio&l

baa been tranalated into th• ohiet moclern languac•••

Thouaanda

upon thouaand1 ot oopi•• haT• been oi ...ulated among the working elauea.
During the fifty y.ar1 ainoe ita appearanoe it baa had a tar-reaching ett...t
iD

aid� aooial retora.8 de1ign•d to ••t•'�• improve the condition of the

working ola•••••

Suoh

tor example aa taotor1 lawa goT•rnin' child laborJ

old age pension•; ainbmm wag• lawaJ the eight hour d&1'J and the rniTal
ot the trade pilda and countless other refonu llhioh 'JlJ8:y be traoed direotl7
to the i»fluenoe ot Pope Leo'11 en.cyclioal.
Bearing erloMDoe ot the taot that when the Churob 91>eak• on
matters of morals she •p•ak• for all agea - 11 the fact that on the fortieth
anniTereary of the enoyolioal, Pop• Piua XI re-atfiraed the dootrinea ao ably
expressed by hi• predeoeaaor Leo XIII and in the eDCyolioal Quadrag•aiao AJano
pointed out the applioabllity ot the principle• of the great statement ot
Leo to preaent da1 probl ....

Aa Catholi•• w• 1hould know aor• ot the detail• of thi1 wonderful
dOOUlll•nt

Rena BOYarua

for therein

w•

oan find the oorreet aoral

preHntation ot th• 1ocial a1peot1 ct the labor probl•• a1

p�

\!
I
'

tOclqe

I

��11::�

c;e;c;

we

know th•

ti:z

i.Gr-piarpea•• &t •U:1eu11ionthe enc3cl:i:calmaybediriffd�
th•••:mei11 paR•• tir1t. the refutation ot socialia. and th• defen1• ot
th• inTiolability of priw.t• property; 1eoond. the enumeration ot th•
adllonitione ot religion t o th• worlc&*s olaH and to aploy•r•J and
thirdly• th• napon1ibility ot the gw•nD11•nt or th• State with
reterenoe to tlti•-.tter.

In

ct::z;....

-

�

"

the lanp&&• of Leo XIII..

it ia no easy matter to

de.tin• th• relatiT• right a and J11Utual duti•• ot th• rioh and ot the poor,
ot oapital and ot labor.

and th• clan.c•r lie• in thi•• that ore.tty

agitator• are illtct on making
to penert
._,

UH

ot the1e .UU dil1'erence1 ot opinion

men' 1 judpenta and to 1tir up th• people to r...-olt . •

r•terrrinc. ot oour1e, to Jltnd.ania whioh

n•

He

then on it• a1•endenoy

tuli
tw
a• among th• working ola•••• ot continental lllrop•• He pointed out
"

•• •

Th• Sooiali1ta • working

cm

the poDr man•• ·� ot the rioh• are

striTin' to do away with priTat• property, and oontend that indiridual
po1ae1eion should bocane the o aamon property ot all, t o. be
administered by th• Stat•• • •

"

prooeed.e to au•rt that sooiali

world.Apka

tor it depriT•• him

On

loeioal grouTidl the en.o7011oal

i• oppo1ed. to th• interest � the
• of all hap• and p0Hibilit7 of inorea.sing

hh etook and ot b•tcerin:; hi1 o ondition in lite.•

PriTate property

and priTat• omierahip ot propert1 is aaaerted to be in adm.lrable hanaony
with man• e nature, beoe.uae man lllllR plan for hi1 recurring n••d• and that
by the natural law h• i• ent itled to the aooumlat•d fruit• ot hi1 labon.
The right ot priTate propert� 11 not �y oonduo iT• to peaoe and tranquility
in human atfaire but it i• alao reoo¢sed. in the diTin• law whioh stat••

s

1t Thou shall not oavat they neighbor' a wife; nor hi• hou••, nor hi• fi•ld,
nor his

man

eenant, nor hi• maid-sen-a.lit, nor hi•

anythin!; which i• hi••

oz,

nor his aaa, nor

11

Furthermore , the encyolioa.l stat••• the right of priTate propert;r i• oorallary
The family a1 a

to the duti•• impo••d upon a nan •• head ot a family.
sooial in.titutian exists in re•ponse to God'a
and as

a

man

head ot a family

campand

"

Inorea:so and JIQltiply",

mnst be penaitted to &O O'\l1L1Lllate property to

praYid• 8Uat enano e for his tamil7 &nd to transmit to the m.mbera of hi•
family the a.oou1J1Ulation of property that ie needed tor their oo.atinued
auet enanee.

The heretioal idea• ot aooi&lin with re�ard to the tamily

are strenuou•ly reject•d
intrud• into th• tam.117

;

•

or

The State or oiYil gOTernment should not
it may ameliorate extreme n.oessit7

household ;

with publio aidJ but paternal right• or breaking up of the family ia not
rlthin the lawful provioe ot th• State.

11

The sooialiat s , th•r•fore, iu

1etting aaid• the pa.rent and eetting up a State auperTiaion, aot &gainat
natural juatioe, and break into .,ieoea th• sta.bliity of all family lit•••
In 8U!l!J&179. th•retore • DI

Leo llII points 0\1't

•••

n

••

the main

tenet or aocialin., o <>:mmmity ot gooda, must be utterly rejected , sinoe it
only injure• those whome it would aeem me8Xlt to bene:tit, ia dir.otly oontrary
to the natural righte of m.a.nld.n.d, and would introduoe jhwcj•u•••• oonf"uaion
and disorder into the commonweal.

•

To anyone therefore, llho would ameliorate the condit ion of the maasea,
the fundamental principle ot the inTiolability ot pr1Tate propert1 must be
aooapted.

But LeoXIIII

reoo�i••• th.at the aooumla.tion of w.alth tuid

ite mitue had orea.ted �ra.T• problems.
in al.moat the BX
propoaee i•

on•

He desoribes same of the inju1tioea

um• language aa Karz. HoweTer, the rmedy h•

touned

on

religion.

fhe oon:f'liot betw•en capital and labor oannot be aolT•d• aooording to
Leo, by l•aTing re11,1on ouiJ of oonaideration.

In �aot he d4111onstratei.

labor• pain, hardship and all of th• troubl•e ot thia lite are the oon•equenoea
of ain.

We must aooept the ta.ct that there will alwa.y• b• diff'erence1 be.1ed

� aptitud•1 and

ah

wealthy and the JJX poor . . .

l>ut in approaching the problal of the working

We will

abilities.

l\ln.11

haT• the

• tak• up with the notia:i tha.t"::ielaaa ii
naturally hoatile t o olaas, and that the wulthy and worki.np.en a.re intended by
nature to be in mutual oan.f'liot.

So irrational and 10 .t'abe i• i;his view , that

the direct oontre.ry 11 the truth.•

This great Pope aeaert• that " in a

State it is ordained by nature that theae two olaesea should dwell in hl.raony
one

axid agreen.ent, and should• as it were, �roOT• into

the

maintain the balance or
" ea.oh need• the other
Capital . "

This harmony

the medium ot religion.

1

bod;y polit1e. •

another, so . a.1 to

For, ill hi•

ott

quoted word.a,

Capita.l oannot do without Labor, nor Le.bor without
oa.n

be brought ab� say• Leo, UJXXU

Beligion

ou

thr011Gh

draw the ri!h and the IJa poor

t�ether. and aToid oontliot b;r rGLiDdiDg eaoh ola.a• � its dutie• to the
IJIUX other• and eapeoially to the obliga.tion11 ot juatioe.
And ...mat do•• religion tea.oh th• le.boring
in the enoylioal -

f

We find the

religion teaoh•e the HDJqxB3"'!

(1) to 01.rey out hone1tly
treel7 entered into;

and

la.b ori�

fairly all equitable

answer

ll8.Jl -

agreement•

(2)

neTor

(S)

n•Ter to resort to rlolenoe in defending their own oaus•i nor to
engage in riot or disorder;

(•)
In

m.a.n

•

to injure the property. nor to outrage the person ot an
amployer;

to haTe nothing to do with aen of erll prinoiple1, who work upon
the people with arttul promi eea, and exo ite tooli•h hop•• whioh
uaually end in u1eleas regrets.

turn religion tea.oh•• the wealthy owner and the employer '

(1)
(2)

tha.t

their

work people are

not to

be aooounted their bondmen;

that in f>"rery man the7 muat reepeot his dignity and worth aa
a man and a• a 8hriltia.a;

(S)
(4)
(6)

(6)

that labor is Didi not a thing to be ashamed ot, if we
lend ear to right rea1on and t o Chr1.t1an ph1loaoph7, but
i• an honorable oallin&, enabling m a man to 81.\stain
hi• lite in a way both upright and oreditabl•;
that it is shameful and i••u:D 1nhmlan to treat men like
chattel• to make money ,,,_, or to look upon them merely a1
10 muoh mueol• or phyli•al power;
that , aa Religion and thing• spiritual and mental ar• mnoog
the worldnpan' • main concern, the cnployer i• bound to •••
that th• employee has time tor his religious dutiee, th&t
he be not expoaed to corrupting intlueno e1 and daDg•rou•
oooa•ion•; and that he be not led away to negleot hi• ham•
and tamil7 or to aquand•r hi• earning•J

(7)
(8)

that the sa.ployer muat nner tu hia work people beyond their
strength,or -.ploy th• in work uneuited to •a or age;
that neryone eba.11 be ginn a tair ware - tor to detraud a
alborer of wag•• that are hi• due ia cc:ndnmed by all le.we ,
human end diTin•- and i• a orime oalling to h•ven tor
Teng ea.nee.
the rich lllUat religioualy r.train trail cutting down the
workmen' e earninga , whether by toroe • fraud, or by usurious
dealing•;
and with all greater reason beoauae the laboring man
1• • &a a. rul• • w.ak and unprotected, A.nd because hi• •lender
m•an• 1hould in proportion to their 1oant inHa be aoocunted
aaored.

Thia pp.tioio enumeration ot the duties ot the two ola1sea, if obaen-ed, would
do muoh to bring about that deeirable hanlony or which �ope Leo XIII •peak••

But

in addition to the foregoing, th• Chur9h lay• d01m general ohriltian precept•
de•ign•d to q brinc ola•• to olaH in friendlin•• • and 1ood teeli.ag.
olasaea ahe 1aya J

•the thing• ot thia

eternal tuture life tor wbioh

:man

.-rtb ar• tranaitory or temporary. h the

11 destined, 1t ma.tt•r• not whether n are

rioh or "Whether n are poor.
MoreOYer to the rieb

To both

•
-

heed well the e.dmonitian-

1f llhoeoner has

reoeiTed f'ra. the diYin• bounty a large ebal• ot temporal bl•••ing•

•

whether

they be external or oorporeal or gitt1 ot the •ind• he baa reoeiY•d them for the
purpo•• of perfecting hi• wn nature . and at the same tae, that he ms.y 8l&ploy
th•, &• the at.ward ot P God'• prOY"idenoe tor the benetit of other•. 11
Hee.TY indeed on the obligation• :iflpoaed on the rieh- they will han to gin
an aooount of their atnardahip.

the Churoh teaoh•• that poY•ry ia no di•graoei that the

And to the poor-

Son ot God became a carpenter and that "the true worth and noblity ot
li•• in hi• 111.oral qualities

�

poor

man

•

or in the priotioe ot Tirtue . •

1• rich indeed and of the rich

•

emano ia.ted

The Tirtuou•

what 1hall it protit a

he gaiA the whole world and eutf'er the lo•• ot hi• aoul ! "
ot our hold religion

man

maa

it

Th••• precept•

in the great enoyolioal ahould be

oon1ling thought• to th• working ola•• and to the porr a• they aurT•y their
ata.te in lite.

Religion

t ...
oh•• 1a addition, that men rich and poor alike should

realise that we are all the ohildrc � Gode

The ri�

man

realising thi• will

••e clearly the obligationa that hi• reiohe1 entail and the poor
reaignaticm will

man

l'lith

aooept hi• atatian with resignation and oont'ideno e in the.

h•r•a1'ter aa hie 1'9tf1U"de
Brother knight•- it ia in tea• Christian precept•
tor the JUHi peraeoution ot
oommuniat• •

The 0C1DUJ1ist1

our

aa7a

we

find the reaaon

h8ly religi<m by •
u
t
•t aolialista and
-

• religion ie the opil.1a of the people•

i• muat be stamped out il our prograa ia to auooeede

The7 tear the logio

and the inf'lu9n0e ot the md •on•olatiln engendered by the great enoyclioal.

Pope Leo XIII admonishes that the Church ii not

1.!praotioal

- her

dedre ie that the poor should r11he aboTe p0Tert7 end qretchedne1 1 , and better
their oondition in life
tanporal JllJJ JllJJX

-

the praotioe ot Chriatian 11oralit7 leada to 'iDmx

proepertity because it merits the ll•esine1 ot God

the course of all bleasings , whether temporal or spiritual.
tiixtIkI
•
•
icUu:li�AD:O'l!!QllX

It i• realised that •eltieh mn may ahirk the duti•• impoeed by religion
in these matter• and thi1 raise• the question of what i s the function ot
the Stat• 1

Pop• Leo' encyolioal

e.nwer•

:

" WheneTer the general iutereta or e:ny partioular olaa• wttera • or
11 threatened with miaohiet which oan in

no

other •1 be met or preTented.

the public authori"7 muat step in to deal with it.

Now• it int6reta the publio.

ae well e.s the indiTidual. that peace and good order ahould be maintained1
that family life ahould be oe.rried on in aooordanoe with God's l&n and tho••
of nature;

that religion should be reverenoed and obeyed; that a high

etandard ot moralit7 ahould prnail• both in public and in prin.te lit'•;
that the aanotit1 ot ju.tio• •hould be reapeoted• that

DO on•

ahould injure another

lODft lth ehould grow up to man • •
with impunity, that the members of the O GEllla

nta.te strong a.nd robun. and oapabl•• it need b•• ot guarding and defending
their country.

It by a atrike • or other ocmbi.naticm. ot work9en

there should

be imminent danger of diat1lrbanoe to the public peace; of if oiroumstano ea were
eu1oh �

aa that among the laboring popula.tion the ties of family life were

relaxed J if religion were tou:id to autter th.rough the operatiTe• not haTing time
and opporutinty af'torded them to practioe their dutiea; it in workahop1 and
taotori•• there wor• dangers to moral• �hrough the mixing of the 1e.xea or
trCE hann.tul oooaaion11 of eTilJ of tt th• employer• laid burdena upon their
workmen llhich were unjuat • or degraded them. with oonditiona repugnant to their
di�ty a• human being•; finally• if health were endang•recl

by exoeasiT•

labor. or by work unsuited to aex or age - in auoh oaH•• there

oan

be no

question but that. within certain limits. it would be right to iUYoke the aid
and a.uthotir,t ot the law.

The limits must be determined b;y the nature ot the

oooaaion 'ldtloh oalle for the law'• interterenoe - the prinoi�le being that the
law mu1t not undertake more• nor prooeed turther • than 11 required tor the
ra:nedy ot the eTil or the

remOYa l

or the miaohiet.

•

We are familiar with thenextent to whioh it has been neoess?ry tor
gOYe rma.ent. though the medium ot legia l,.tion to imprOYe the poaition of the
workingmen.

It i• al10 the obligation of the State to

•

i.JlterYene to put restraint upon

firebrand• who would 91>read rnolution. attack printe property aJld stir up
the working ola••e••

The working ole.11 muat be proteotet from the

1editiou1 uta of euoh p eop le and lawful owmera mu•t be protecte d fran their

JplJHJXil

apoliat ion.

In oarrying out it • obligations gOYernment 1hould be m.otiTated by a
realisation that man's dignit1 11 such that he •hould not be u1ed aa a
mere inetrument for me.lcing money.
1D8ll 1 s

Hours at work should not be longer than

strnegth pen1it1; due regard being had to hi• need tor rest,

reouperation and reoreation.

Thia may � vary wi�h time, plao• and

oiroumat&llO • •
ln the matter of wages- labor must

be allowed sutfioient remuneration to

1up po rt a frugal and well-behaved 'WB.ge-earner.

If e. lirillg wage is not

not aooorded, the sto.te under pr<>per oiroumstanoes shoould intervene to aee
that juatioe ia 4one . The wage-earner nmlt be allowed sufficient to maintain,
himself, hia 'l'lif'e, IUld his children in rea1onable o a::if' o rt.
ht• policy

of the

It should be

la.w to enoourage 't:he wage-earn•r to beCl!IOe an owner of

property.

The gohievement ot juatioe in the matt er of wages tend• to bridge the
ga.p between nat wealth and sheer poverty- there will be greater production and
more interest in man ' • work.

Similarly the objeotives ot fllllPloyera and of workingaen

Oall

be aoohieved

through organization- mutual benefit sooitiee; inauranc e and dee.th benefit•

et,:..

Leo XIII desoribea the position ot labor organization by saying
that U:'.:l.ions can aocomplish much good,, but they should be suited to the
condition• of the age. The privilege of forming labor organizations i• a
natural right of mankind, is 1hould be protected by the State provided the
purpoae1 ot the organiza1Sion are good and lawf'ul.

Heed the.e words :

" Association• of everykind, and eepeoially those of workingmen,, a.re now
tar :m.ore oOClllon
l
than her.totore. Aa regarda3118ly
l
of these there is

no

need at

pres ent to inquire when they spring, what ar• their obj eote, or 'What the m.aana

they emj>loy. There ia a good deal of eTidence. however. 1'hioh does to prO"t"e
that many of theae aooietiea are in the hand• ot aeoret leaders. and are
managed on prinoipl•• ill-aooording with Christianity and irhe publio well-being;
and that thet do their utmoat to get within their graap the ehole field of
labor. and foroe workingmen either t o join .BI them or to 1tarYe.

Under

the1e ciroum1tanoes Chriltian workingmen mu1t do one of two thing•J either
join a1sooiationa in 'Which religion will be exposed to peril. or form.
asaooie.tiona among themselTe1 - unite their forces �or throwing oft courageously
the yoke of so unrighteous and intolerable an oppreHion.

No one who doea

not wish to expose a.n's ohief good t o eneme risk i'li.11 i'or a r.iCJT.ent l'eeitate to
say that the seoond alternatiTe should be all �eans be adopted.

9

The important thing in labor ur.ione according to the encyolical is
that the offic ers be selected with prudenc e and dsicretion; that the

l\mda o£ such organizations be admini sted ivith strictest honesty; that
there be due rogard tor the right s and duties of employers ae compared with the
rights and duties o£ employees;

that there be onoouragement for

resorting to peaceful arbitration of disputes; and tbe.t there be
�easures adopted to insure against the hasarda of sickness. �ld age and
distress.
•

But above all by realizing that labor must forget its prejudioea and
capital must forget its greed for money and that both must realbe that
thie life 11 transitory.

•

,.

"The Catholic

My subject i s :

Church

- An American Institution"

"The Catholic Church - An .American In-

stitution11 and I have selected that topic because we,

as Catholics, are so

fre quently misunderstood by some of our non-Catholic brethren. Sometimes,

i t goes beyond misunders tanding - it de scends to invective and we Catholic s,

becaus e 'fe are the holy Roman Catholic Church,

and because we express our

loyalty and allegianc e to the Holy Father in spiritual matters,

occasion ally the victims of calumny.

are

W'ri te·rs like Blanshard and others

advance the thesis that the Catholic Church is Un-American;

that it is a

form of conspiracy that is the antithesis of what the .American way of life

stands for.

As Catholics, we know how false this is, but can

demonstrate

to

wrong .

we

convincingly

our critics in an affirmative fashion just why they are

we can, of course, attack specific false statements and show wherein

they lie,

but as Catholic s , we should have a deep understanding of just why

we may be proud of the fact that our Catholic Church,

in Americ a, is truly

compatibl e with and in h annony with all true American ideal s .

-1

-

U1ere is an organization of Catholic laymen called the

Serra Clubs.

We have a young Serra Club in Baton

\OUge.

Its basic purpose

is to work for vocations to the priestl.ood by prayer anci by some financial

assistance toward that end.

Ite Serra Club is an organization concerning

which you will be hearing much more in the coming years as it is a relatively

new movement.

In its programs , it seeks also to educ ate Catholic laymen

to their obligations and the pos ition of the Church on the pressing problems

of our day. TI1e outline of my remarks is taken from a Program, as outlined by

one of the Project Connnittees of a Serra Club on the general subject of the

Catholic Church, an American Institution.

Using that outline as a basis,

I will attempt to show that the ideal Catholic should be a good .American

citizen because he is expected to perforr:t a soc ial role as a Catholic, be-

cause he is devoted to the ideals of family life \Thie� '1.akes a nation

strong, because as a businessman o r professional man, the Church teaches

him his responsibilities and duties, because the Church teaches him to

,y

assume his duties as a citizen, and because the Church ' s emphasis upon a
A
type of education that will develop intelligent and morally sound citizens.

Now, first - as to the role in society of tLe American Catholic -

what i s the situation?

Here it is at once apparent that the teachings of the
-?.-

Church make for good moral conduct.

to his religious beliefs .

A

A Catholic must act always according

Catholic cherishes the American religious

freedom which makes this possil::l e.

We know that Catholicism is one of the

greatest bulwarks against the communis t and other subversive movements .

Because atheistic communism negates and seeks to undennine religion and is

in opposition to basic religious truths

any subversive system.

-

a

Catholic is not free to support

The Holy Father himself has made this clear in

numerous addresses and public pronounc�ments.

Church were followed,

movement .

Moreover,

If the teachings of the

then Catholics would not be found in any subversive

the Church, in all of its teachings,

dignity of the human individual.

emphasizes the

It points out that each of us is made in

the image of our Creator, with a free will, which we have a responsibility

to direct,

and control in a personal way.

The personal responsibility which

is taught by the Church makes for strength in the shaping of the individual

citizen.

In the eyes of the Church, the moral order extends to all fields of

human activity.

God;

This means that Catholics are expected to live close to

they are expected to be just and fair in their dealings with their

fellow men; it means th at there is a 11right11 and a 11wrong11 connected with

3
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-

every actim of society and that th e c riteria by which to determine this is

that an action mnst be in harmony with the moral law.

harmonizes with the views of our founding fathers.

This teaching

They recognized that

religion ann morality are indispensable s�pports to good citi zenship.

the religious nan of sound morals will be a good citizen.

a

nlat

Il, for example,

religious ana �oral uan is a legislator - it could be expected th at he

would support the &eneral welfare .

Particular measures might vary , of course,

with the neeos of society at any given time, but the strongest citizens that

we could possibly have are those who sincerely follow the precept:

shalt love the Lord,

"Thou

Thy Cod, with they whole reart anc soul and Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself. 11

So the broad conception of the Church as to

� w u.l

5-ol.e Role of the American Catholic , indeed, make:; for good citizenship.
A
Kow, secondly, the position of the �urch on trc Family and

Marriage is calculated to produce the strong citizens of a strong nation.

Just what is that position?

sacredness of

r arriage;

created by God,

that

We know,of course,

r.an

You know it well .

The C: urch teacres the

that r1arriage is a Divil'!e Institution; that as it was

cannot change the basic laws that govern lnarriage.

that our Anerican divorce statistics constitute a national

-4-

disgrace.

How much stronger indeed we would be as a nation if there

were true fidelity to the 1narriage bond among all Americans.

Our Church

teaches that marriage is a sacrament; that the sacramental marriage bond is

indissoluble.

Consider just for a moment the Church ' s emphasis on the

value of children in marriage .

Pope Pius the XI, in his great encyclical,

Casti Connubii has declared that children hold the first place among the

blessings of marriage.

He has said that children are a sacred trust ;

that their training is very important.

All of the teachings of the Church on the subject of the

family and marriage make for a healthy growing nation - a nation that

will not decline in population, but which will continue to be strong

founded on the beauty and strength of family life.

Moreover, the Church

is the outstanding opponent of the corroding practices of birth control,

abortion and sterlization which unciennine the morality and sap the strength

of a growing nation. The teaching of the Church makes for good morals in

family life - when it condenms adultery and denounc es sins against chastity,

it adds to the strength of Americ a.

In sumrr.ary, the .American Catholic ,if he or

5
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she is true to the teaching of Church, will carry out in admirable fashion

the social roles 01 husband and wife and father and mother and they thereby

add to the physical and spiritual well-being of the nation.

Now,

justice.

thirdly, we turn to the area of social and economic

'l'o the businessman, the Church says - 11You have definite responsibilities

to the social order of which you are a part.

11

Pope Pius XI, in his great

encyclical IJuadragesimo Anno, has eloquently stated the position of the Church

in defending the right of property, but as he also clearly Points out, the

Church ai:sa takes the position that private property must be used for the wel-

fare of all - it must be employed for the collillon good.

While the Church is

a staunch defender of private :property ana. the individual ' s right to accumulate

proper-cy, it views property in a two-fold aspect - individual and social.

Private property must be used to pronote the coJtJnon good and each of us irill

be required to give an accounting in proportion to the property rights that

we have enjoyed.

The CtlUrch

man

has been outspoken in teaching the Catholic business-

to respect t.1e rights of tl·e laboring nan.

Pope Leo XIII was the great

champion of social justice for the working classes.

In his encyclical Rerum

Kovarum he posed a broad charter covering the rights of labor, which charter

-6-

was elaborated upon by Pope Pius XI, in the encyclical Quadragesi.mo Anno.

It is the teaching of the Church that the Catholic businessman must treat

those who work for him as human beings ; that he must ackn·owledge the right of

labor to organize for effective bargaining through the influenc e of the

organized group; and that it is the obligation of the businessman to

pay the workingman a living wage .

� �A

The Catholic Archbishops and Bishops,

I "-i

as -ee:rlye:s

U'V'.
t
�
..., '
' "
1940, is sued a strong statement setting forth the obligation im-

posed on the businessman to help the workingman to attain security for

himself and family.

Conversely the Church admonishes the l abo rin g man as to

his duties and obligations .

In the same encyclic als, the laboring man is

told that he must respect the right s of his employer,

that it is his duty to

work and support hir1s elf a.!Jd that worker must all·:ays respect the ri1;hts of

others.

The Church,

though it supports the right of workers to organize, never-

theless teaches union members that the power of organization must not be

misused and that union members are under the positive duty of exercising a

of responsibility.

A fourth area of importance lies in the constant teaching of

the Church that each Catholic ras a per s onal responsibility to the purlic
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sense

order or to the political order.

Thus, the Church teaches that each

Catholic is under a duty to become an active citizen.

�ve, as Catholics,

do not do our full duty if we !'Ilerely shrug off the problems of government.

\·.'e do not do our part unless we are actively interested, as citizens,

processes of our government.

in the

The duty to vote is e�rhasized by the Church .

:Xoreover, the Church teaches that there must be respect for civil autliority

as such authority is necessary if men are to live together in peace and

harmony.

The Church holds out a higl ideal for those who hold public office.

Advanc ement of the connnon good is the goal cons tantly held before those

who hold public offic e .

Fifth and lastly,

as

the field of education mus t b e mentioned

an area of teaching in which Catholicism makes major contributions to the

development of an intelligent and morally sound citizen.

Catholic teaching,

Parents have, under

the primary duty to educ ate t.�eir children and it is

parents who are responsible for the kine'. of education their children receive.

More than twenty-five years ago, when the State of Oregon sought to force

parents to send tbeir children to public schools, the United States Supreme

Court in the celebrated Orgeon School case gave legal recognition to the

8
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cons titutional right of parents to choose the kind of education their children

are t o receive.

The Catholic educational system,

indeed, gives to its

students a knowledge and an appreciation of religion and this makes for a

better system.

Catholic education docs not limit itself to matters of

the intellect alone.

It refuses to confine itself to the mere development o f

secular knowledge - important as the fields cf knowledge may be and seeks

to strengthen the will of the students.

In other words , Catholic education

seeks at developing the 11wilole man" composed as man is of intellect and will.

Tilus,

we

see that if a

Catholic is true to the teaching of

the Church, he will carry out acimirably the social role of the citizen

and will shoulder the burdens of citizenship as well as enjoy its privileges.

In its conceptimof the social role of the American catholic in its support

of the institutions of the family, in its admonition to capital and labor of

our industrial soc iety, in its furthering of the individual obligation of the

citizen to take part as a citizen in his duties as such and in its conception

of Christian education founded on morals and religion as well as intellectual

knowledge, the Catholic Church takes positions which, if wid ely accepted, could

not fail to add to the strength of the nation.

9
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We have no reason to be apologetic

about being Catholics because in our faith

- in addition to the inner

comfort we get from grac e and solace of the sacraments - we have

a

body of

social and economic teaching which will s tand the test of time, even in

a society which grows more conplex from day to day.

Let us then live up

to our obligations as citizens and take to heart the teaching of the Church in

our every action because each of us is being observed and judged by our

non-Catholic friends and associates.

I ·wish to conclude with a quotation from a seventeen-year

old Catholic youth,

rtobert Nugent of St. Patric k 1 s Catholic High School, Norris-

town, Pennsylvania.

On the occasion of the fourth annual obs ervanc e of National

Catholic Youth heek, October 31 to November 7, he wrote an essay declaratory

of his Catholic creed.

His essay was so beautiful it was reprinted in the

national Catholic \\eekly - Ave Uaria.

now.

Let us allow that youth to speak to us

He says :

Port Allen Knights of Columbus
Tuesday, January 18,1955
7 : 30 p.mo
-
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Tonight ,

let us for a moment j ourney back to another May 20th
It is Ascension Day in the year

four hundred and fifty-six years ago .
1506 .

In the little town of Valladolid in the Kingdom of Spain, we

approach the bedside of one of the most intrepid explorers the world has
known.

Lying on his deathbed ,

garbed in the frock of the Order of S t .

Francis , we find a tall, blue-eyed , dis tinguished looking man.
hair, aged by cares and worry,
florid complexion,

is now a snowy wintry white .

owing to illne s s ,

rests upon his countenance .

one voyage is l e f t .

His usually

has given way to that pale hue so

often seen as the herald of approaching death.
of benignity

His blond

An expression of calmne s s ,

He realizes that for him only

The poet calls it the trip into " that und iscovered

country from whose borne no trave ller returns . "

voyage which

all trave llers, be they rich or poor, famous or unknown , must tread in the
equality meted out by Divine Justice .

Having received the last Sacrament s ,

we are told that with the same assurance and confidence which he had in
undertaking his earlier epoch-making j ourneys , he conunended his spirit to
his Almighty Father, and with the words of the crucified Savior on his

lips ,

the patron of this Order - Christopher Columbus passed into eternity .
On this

1962 anniversary of the death of Columbus , as the Louis iana

Knights bearing his name gather in this

57th Annual meeting,

it is appro-

priate agai� to publicly acknowledge the unending indebtedne s s to Columbus
for the heritage he has left us .

I t has been well described as na legacy

which is two fold - *iri< a heritage of great spiritua l , as well as material
value . "

This western world , his discovery, with its two continent s , pro
natural

vides access to vast/resource s .

Its growth in human resources in the four

and a half centuries since Columbus , provides challenging opportuni ties

2.

for hopeful developments a s the Alliance for Progress will testify.

This

half of the world must be the bastion of freedom in the death struggle
which now engages us and in which Christianity is our mighty bulwark.

We gain inspiration especially from the spiritual heritage which
we associate with Co lumbus .

Never have men had greater need for such endow-

ments of the spiril as courage , piety, patriotism,
which Columbus so truly exemplified .

loyalty and steadfastness

As members of a dedicated order o f

Catholic laymen, more than a million strong i n the Americas , we face the
grave responsibilities of our age .

With our fel low Americans we must do our

share in measuring up to the need for those qua lities as we visualize the
problems of an uneasy world .
Not many weeks ago, a d i s tinguished American Banker in a significant public address listed what he called the three most far-reaching
developments of our time .
"Firs t ,

The list was :

the rise of communism with its threat to the

foundations o f our society.
the rise of a vast world of one b i llion hungry

"Second ,

men and women in the new nations who are struggling to
create political stability out of chaos and economic
growth out of poverty.
"Third ,

the rise of Western Europe to a position of

potential powe r so great that it may with the United
States now decisively influence the course of world
events . "
I would add a fourth - the rise of new technology i n which man
has acquired awesome powe r over his environment.
of Boston College well describes i t :

Father Walsh, President

3.

"Man has di scovered new resources to his abilitie s ;
uncovered new limits t o his powe r s .

He has explored

planet and is ready to step beyond i t .
of tapping the sun ' s

source of energy,

weather and of farming the oceans .

this

He is at the point
of manipulating the

Man has come to realize

that the power at his command is not only technical powe r ,
but a l s o an evolutionary powe r ,
species

[of matter . ]

the powe r to create new

In a l l the

fields of science,

is the expenctancy of imminent di scoveries .
before

the dawn of the new day, man has an opportunity t o

review the resources a t ' his command ,
directions in which he can expend
command s ,

-

to evaluate

the various

the new energies he now

to control not only the quality of his own life

but the very fate of the plane t . "

1962

there

In this mome nt

Rev. Michael P . Walsh,

S.J.,

[Vital Speeche s , May 1 ,
President of Boston

College . ]
I f you ask a t this point - "What does this have to do with the
Knights of Columbus in a 1962 Convention a s sembled?"

The answer i s simple .

It has everything to d o with your mission a s patriotic American Catholic
laymen.

The four developments which I have

listed are related .

they pose not only the problems of survival but more importantly,
sound the unpara l leled call for unusual service

Together
they

The apostolate

of the Catholic laity mus t , in our time s , furnish a generous part of the
work which will be neces sary to realize the mission of the Church in guiding
men to meet the needs of a world beset with the problems of the
briefly listed.

As Cardinal Spellman has reminded us ,

type so

"Today perhaps more

than at any other time man must realize that our Catholic faith embraces
everything in life and nothing is beyond its orbit -!:·k-t:-k."
In the brief space of s lightly more than forty years since the

/Jll/t�

Russian revo lution of 1917 the power of athestic Connnunism has spread to
approximately one billion of the two billion nine hundred people i n the
A
A

world .

Its denial of God, denial of freedom of expression, freedom of
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religion,
is

and

of political

freedom would. make slaves of all mankind .

the antithe sis o f what we be lieve as Catho lic .

faith with an appeal in the world
who are without shelter,
layman at

this

time

It

Yet is i s a militant

of today to millions

of men and women

food � health and without literacy .

All Catholic

share the definite mission of becoming s trong links

in the s t ruggle against the fallacies of the Connnunis ts .
study more deeply the pronouncements of

the Pope s ,

We all need to

notably the 1937

Encyc lical on Atheistic Conununism and the various expressions of Pope Pius

XII , and Pope John on the incompatibility of Catholicism and Marxism.
Each of u s in his particular sphere , by an increas ing knowledge of the
evils and deceits o f Conununism and by correcting abuses with Chris tian
principles can s trike mighty blows for the kind of society that will s p e l l
the death kne l l of communism.

Vigilance here is a patriotic as well as a

religious duty.
Next let us consider another call to the intelligent Catholic
laity.

I refer to another kind of s truggle for the dominion over the mind

of man which i s separate and apart from the context of the Conununist menace .
Cardinal Spel lman sums it up by warning :
rrin addition to the cold war being waged on many fronts
throughout the world,

the skeptic ,

the materialist and the

atheist are intensifying their violet a s s au l t s against
religion and moral truth .
"Free people everywhere",

he remind s u s ,

"must: be ready

�

and prepared for this t e s t of s t rength s ince the s truggle for
the mind of man goes on without pause .

Ultimately

he said ,

"It is the spiritual dynamic of our Faith which constitutes
our greatest and most powerful force for a truly human
society."
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We need,

I think,

only to look a t the daily press

)

tion of the struggle to which the Cardinal was referring

,,.--reflected

in litigation seeking to perpetuate programs

designed to make all education Godle s s .
c o llege
�
-_
_

�

;-:-

centl

for example,

for confirma

We find i t

that are deliberately

We even find i t rampant on many a
a leading American University held

a large convocation of scholars conunemorat ing the lOOth Anniversary of the
publication of Darwin' s Origin of
reported to be in at tendance .
a Louis iana paper stated :

the Species .

Some 2 , 000 scientists were

An Associated Press News

report carried in

(I quote : )

"A new order o f thinking will doom a l l reli:;ions ,
Sir Julian Huxley of London,
biologi s t ,

internationally famed

has predicted .

"Huxley said - "There is no longe r either need or
room for supernatural beings capable of affecting the
course

of events in the >No lutionary pattern of thought .

"The earth was not created" he said " i t evolved .
So did a l l the animals and plants
ing our human selve s ,

that inhabit i t ,

includ

mind and soul as well as brain and

body.
"Evolutionary man can no longer take refuge from his
lone liness by creeping for shelter into the arms of a
divinized father figure whom he has himself created , nor
escape from the respons ibility of making decisions by
shel tering under the umbre lla of divine authority, nor
absolve hims e l f from the hard task of meeting his present
problems and planning his future by relying on the will
of an omnipoten t , but unfortunately inscrutable providence .
A religion of some sort

is probably necessary,

necessarily a good thing . "

but is not

6.

This viewpoint did not go unchallenged.

A sc ientist of rel igious faith arose

to give expression to that which is ABC to men of faith.

Said the Catholic

speaker in rebuttal:

"God is the creator of man, body and soul.

Whether he

used the method of evolution for preparation of the

human body or created it from unorganized matter is not
of primary importance .

Does not this

Ineither case, He is the Creator . "

incident emphasize a great responsibility intrusted to

the guardians of the Faith when men must live in a society ever prone to question
all values and to deny the very existence of objective truth?

In alarming pace

such att itudes cont inue to compete in the intellectual market place of the
society in which we live.

These attitudes are extant despite the humil ity which

men should have before the mirac les of God ' s creation which our scientific progress
is so rapidly unfolding before u s .

Does this not heighten the responsibil ity

of the individual lay Catholic to be constantly alert to the challenge that
religion faces in this kind of s truggle for the intellect of man?
Broadly may we ask - Are these not areas

in which the apostl eship of

the laity can be even more effective than that of the clergy for to quote the
great Cardinal Archbishop of Quebec , Cardinal L eger , "The laity are the Church,
too, as Pope Pius XII has said, because they participate in Chris t ' s offices
of King, Priest and Prophet(that is teacher) by their baptism. "
Today in the Church, a great call is going out to the laity emphas izing
the new role which they aiecalled upon to perform as individual Catholics each in
bis own proper walk of life.

Through the ecumenic movement the Church seeks and

prays for the return of separated brethren to achieve a greater unity in belief.
Through the l i turgic movement, the Church encourages a greater lay participation
in public worship.

Through the apostolic teaching miss ion of the Church there is

7.
world-wide leadership for the achievement of social order more consistent
with the Christian soc ial principles embodied in the Church ' s teachings .
It was about a year ago that we had from the Holy Father , his landmark
encyc lical, Mater e t Magistra, reminding men of the fundamental Christian
view which refuses to see man as a mere tool of Society or of the State and
which re-emphas izes the individual and personal respons ibil ity of all men
to work for moral truth and social and economic justice.

This great

encyc lical is alr eady taking its rightful position among the immortal
documents exercis ing the s olemn teaching authority.

It points the way

toward the solution o f the social crisis so world-wide in its dimens ions .
It str ikes at the heart of the causes out of which false social teachings
evolve.
Thus the imp9rtance of the lay apostolate grows in urgency from
The task of Columbu s , our Order ' s patron, was to discover a

day to day.

new world while the task of his Knights of this age is that of sharing in
the work of remaking
Chr i s t .

the whole world so that all things are restored to

There were reasons why the role o f the laity,now so greatly em

phasized, was

for

long periods of time not stressed in its full impl ications .

The Protes tant Revolt was in large measure a revolt against the clergy in
genera l and against the authority of the c lergy in particular.
necessary,

It was

therefore, that with and after the Council of Trent there should

be renewed emphas is placed upon the roleof the hierarchal church and the
special position of the clergy.
For example , as we all know,

This was necessary to combat other evils.

the United States

in the 18th Century witnessed

many attempts by misguided laymen to supersede the clergy in the administration
of parish affairs.

Because of the necessary stress on hierarchal authority

coupled with grave dangers of error from an uneducated population,

the
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clergy was

inescapably forced to reserve to itself all major aspects of
Catholics grew up with the habit of seeing re-

the work of the Church.

1 igion a s Gnly something personal and individua l .

The thinking of many laymen

ignored the full and rich impl ications of the Church a s the mystical body
of Christ and its social character was also
the general

ignored.

Such attitudes, as

teaching of the encyc licals and the particular teachings of

our bishops remind us,,

cannot successfully meet the press ing problems

of

Unfortunately,

this modern wor l d .

i t is not uncommon t o meet Catholics

who still bel ieve that the Church in its teaching on social and economic
matters

is � tepp ing outside " the strictly r e l igious field."

It has been aptly

said that such express ions afford "prime examp les of the secularistic
which originally drove Christ from the market place.

spirit
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Today the laity can no longer expect the c l ergy to do everything
called for by the miss ion of the Church.

The work of the Church in the

administration of grace through the sacraments must always remain that of
the c lergy and the pr ime teaching authority mus t also rest with the clergy.
But the teaching burdens which multiply so greatly will have to be per
This

formed by laymen assisting the c l ergy.
is now extremely complex.
that is ,

is profoundly so because life

All of the complexities must be Christianized,

ordered in the light of Christian principles.

particular

fields of activity,

Experts in

laymen working in that field as well as

clergy, mus t bring Christ ianity to that

field as no person can alone claim

a sufficient knowledge of all conditions which mus t be subjected to Christian
order .

Pope John has said:

"Men ' s needs today,

in what concerns Christianity,

are so extensive and so varied that priests and religious*** seem now ina dequate
to the task of providing the complete remedyp
·contact with every class of citizen.
ignore them,

The rel igious cannot make

Not a l l paths are open to them,

or escape their attention . "

for many

9.
This means that if Catholic laymen are to be able to bring
Chris tianity to a l l phases of life, the laymen must learn more, not only
of the basic rel igious doctrines of the Church,

important as these are , but

in addition laymen mus t learn more of those general principles which the
Church teaches should be emp loyed in bringing a l l things to Chris t .

It

also means that the laity must take prominent part in the educat iona l
process of discovering the particular means whereby the general principles
might best be put into effect in the particular sphere or call ing each
pursue s .
To specify only a few examples of what laymen can do,

I would

suggest:
First, engage in a program of study of the doctrines and
teaching of the Church.

It is through such study that we as Catholics

can come by mutual effort to a better understanding of what is expected
of us.

The great encyc �ica l , Mater et Magistra , unfolds vast areas for

study and action by the individual Catholic if he but takes this teaching
to heart and if he is resolved to do his part.
Second,

the layman can study more deeply his own particular

activity or calling in life.

He can ask himself the quest ion - How can I ,

in my own individual profession, busine s s , employment or activity in life,
change those things that ought to be changed to inculcate those principles
of justice and charity which should characterize the truly Christian
society for which a l l men of good will should work.
Third,

the layman who rises to the obl igations of the lay apostolate

must with true humility submit hims elf to the teaching authority of the Church.
He must seek counsel where doctrine is
matters of mora l s ,
order ,

involved remembering always that in
social

including the condit ions for morality in a just/and economic

the Pope and the Bishopr are in the apostolic success ion and they are
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the primary teacher s .

One mus t fully understand that he canot properly

lay claim to being Catholic
of defying the

if he arrogates to hims elf the prerogat ive

teaching author ity of the Chur ch as reflected in the

authority and teaching of

its Bishop s ,

Our Christian philosophy has a definite conception of man ' s
nature ,

his destination and the social and economic relationships which

we should obtain in our society. A philosophy which sees man as a child
a
of/God who will ho l& him accountable for his personal decis ions ,
those that affect one ' s neighbor

,

including

has within its content the ultimate

answers to the problems of wor ld-wide dimensions which beset man on this
Earth.

The Almighty has given man reason and free will.

This gives to

the capacity to participate in the perfection of creationo
will makes it possible for man to become more Godlike.
which can,

if we will use it proper l y , result

order out of this chaos in human affair s .

him

Reason and free

It is a supreme gift

in eventua lly creating good

May God grant that from the ranks

of this Order there may continue to rise a vast array of men of good will

imbued with the need for purpos e fu l action.

In this c onnec tion may I close

with a reminder for the words of Pius X:

"***These good people, whom I call call optimis t s ,
will wait

in vain for Society to re-Christianize itself simply

by prayers of the good.

Prayer is absolutely necessary be

cause in the ordinary economy of
cede except to him who prays,

salvation God does not con

but

India and Japan would never

have been conver ted by the prayers alone of Xavier;

the Apostles

never would have conquered the wor l d if they had not done the
work of heroes and martyrs.
with actiono"

Address by Dean Paul Mo

Hebert

KNIGHTS OF
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It

is necessary to join prayer

I

�
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Your Exc�llencies of the hierarchy, Your Excellency the Supreme

lain, Right :ieverend and Very Reverend Monsignori, members of the

clergy, Lieutenant Governor Aycock, Congres srr.an Boe;gs , Mayor Christian

rtl De gre e
�irthe r Knie;ht s ,

and othe r distingui shed guests, ·�orthy !.'.aster of the Fou
Worthy Stat e Deputy and other Vforthy Stat e Officers,

,

ladies and gentlemen :

If , by any conceivable oversight that should exclude anyone make the most of it.

In aoceptill{; thP symbolic ga.vel a.s the presidine

officer of this dinner, I shal l , as a man of the law, exercise the prerogative
of lawgive r . My promulgat ion shall be the advice .. for I lack the sanction
in such oornpany to rna.ke it an JlXllJCm: inexorable command

that all speaking

participants in this evening ' s prot;r8.Jt1 are at liberty to a.void the horrendus
exs.mp le you r toastmaster has just set.

You are hereby dispensed from the

unwritten law of BANQUETRY which customarily for some non-discernable
reason exacts from each speaker a detailed recitation (sometimes irreverently
referred to as the litany) of a 11 the distinguished personages who
grace the �ssembly.
we

This ne s.sure is pronrulgated ex necessitate

because

are fortunate in having a galaxy of persons of high rank here at

your annual dinner.

You have carte blanahe , therefore, to abbreviat e ,

eliminat e or reiluce the litany to the maximum degree your own good judgment

dictates .

In so acting one could not

detract from the gratitude we all

feel at the presence here this evening of an out standi ng array of

leaders from the Church, from the Government at all levels , and
frou our order of the Third and F0urth Degrees.

Their very rres ence

is a tribute to the high esteem -in •.vhich the Kinight s of Columbus
are held as a frat ernal order dedicated to the servjce of God and
country.

An order whos e Ame rice.n patriotism has been tested in the crucible

of time and 'mose religious emphasis has been a WiJXJOD'!X source of
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edification to fellow �erioar.s of good will.

This conventio� is the means of addin� strength to our �ot ivation
a s mambers of the ¥niglrt s of Columbus .

Through this ann.lal assoc iation

a s frionds and brother knight s we have oprortunity t o gain renewed
dedicatio� to our responsibil "ty for leadership i· Catholic activity,
a

clearer r e rception of constructive areas for council and fraternity

aotiv:tty, n.rid we engender the requisite entr.usiasm to carry fo rward the

worlr of the Anmdn� �,,
._r ' s prot;ram at
..
To bn

rl·pJ

an

increased level of el".1. ectivenets.

lo sl1aro in sue. ar ent�rpr ise wit h tr

"'')" '"'":r'1 cter's

r,,s,.onsjbilt+·;r this evenh1� is a Uk hie;h ar.d unexpected hornr for which
I express ap1 roe iat ion to the Convention ' s Banquet Co1m. ittee.
�ratP.f'ul al eo to my eood friend

I am

Br<>ther F0li:x Dug�s , Vice Chq,frm1rn ofthe

Convention, for his too kind introduction.

Those of you who lmow me will

lmow the proper rate of disc ount to be attached to the nice things he
I appreciate it none the less.

has said .

Uow may I say that the procedure o<P this dinne r "ill be
ini'orr:al . We hope to conduct it with the ir.aximurn permissible degree of
ercedition.

I lltD ask, therr.fo.:-e, tha,t you be a· ease ani -:re will

b�.ck a b it later, after you have been served.

be
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( I �t roduction of T . s . Eal l i gan )

Tha au ccass of this oonverition is due in l ar ge measure to the
hardwork of an able group re aded by lllfDXiii
Couno i)

Re is well known for his lone and devoted service

3298, �a.ton Rour;e.

to our order.
fa.mil iar lyric

the 1 as'f Gra:r:rl Knight of

I rrasent lhe General Chai rman of the Convention with the

/

t

H- A- doublo L

l
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•

G - A - N -

S1 ells "Hall igan"

•

f1ROTRER TOM HALLIGAN

Thank you OrdJbher Hnl l ie;an. We are in your debt for wh&t you
11nd ycmr comnritte havn dono for this Convention .

(INTRODUCT IO� OF 1.:AYOR CERISTIAN)

It

Rouge

- a

is an honor now to present t he 1.ayor*President of Baton

staunc h friend of worthwhil e causes

John Christian

will exte

r1

*

*

�yorr f'or

*

*

*

*

(RESPOliSE BY MR.

ree.11onse to the

* *

*

*

Ma.yor

Christia.n.

* * * *

that cordial greeting.

* *

The

The Honorable

words of official welcome .

*

Thar:k you kr.

-

*

*

• *

* *

REGG IE)

yra c iou s words of welcome you have he ard will

d

now be given by o ne who has richly me r itf the hi�he st offices within t.he gift

of the Kni ghts of Columbus in Louis iana .

I take pleasure in pr es enti:rg

a p ast

;/-

t�M

State Deputy and the Wor

ast er of the Knight s of Clumbus of the

Brother Emile A. Reggie, Sr.

Fourth Degree-
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Brother Reggie .
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next speaker is widely known thr oulhout Louis iana.
fj rst

met.

Your

him niany years ago wt.en he was a young law student

at Loyola Univers ity of N,,,w Orleans and I was a yom €; law

�

lie has had n Dlfl:DIX careo

il:qx

teacher.

of �;n.10 distinction in his chosen profession

of the law and as an able public servRnt .

A fonner membe r of �b:I

House of Representative s anti its Speaker, he now holds the higher office
of Lieutenant Governor.

He is her

+o

night

in his own ri�t but also

as the representative of the Governor of Loui siana .

It is a privilege now

to call on our good "riend, the Honorable C .c . Tadd:y Aycock.

*

ThRnk you

'..
r.

* • * •

J.ieut�nant Gove rnor.

*

* *

Gove rnor Aycock.

(Introduct ion of the Principal speaker - Congressman Bog�s)

Our princ ipRl speaker j s a still young Louisianian of who se publ i c
record the citizens of this st�t e hav e every rea�on t o be p r �d an:l :ilmnlx
whose
l'lXa future career can be well e xp ected t o more than match his already
nume rous

(
(.;l.V

accomrl ishment a of � except ionally busy paat.

He

wae

born in that coastal section of Missis si' p i which actually sh ould be
a part of Lou:i.siana.

Educated in the public and parocial schools of

Jefferson Parish he went to TUla.ne m ere he earned a Phi Beta Kappa key
Be earned his Ba.cl1 el or of Arts

for his bridliant scholastic record.

At the age of 25 (the

degree and received the law degree in 1937.

minimum age permitted by the Constitution) he was the younge st Democrat
to serve in the 77th Congress.
a time to serve as

an

During World Viar II he left politics for

offic er in the United States Naval Reserve and

with the Maritime Service.

Aft er he was separatedfrom the servic e in

1946, the people of the Second Conrgessional District had the good

judgment to elect him to Con&ress in the Fall of t hat year .

He has

His Committee assie;runents

ha.ve been VR.ri.�d and i11r ortr-1.nt rM+A of respons ibilii:y covering a wide
A s Amer ican delegate t o the Interparlia.mentary

rRnge o� subject-matte r .
Union

and on a variety of congres sional a s s ignments he has gained

extensive experience in wo rking with leading statesmen in nany quarters of
globe.

Hi ghly respected for his intellect, for his character and for

his ability, he has been high in the counsels of the
DemocrPtio Party.

�i!XXIX

In the 85th Congre ss he served a.s the Peputy Democratic Y/hip

Currently he is a member of the Ways and Means ani J o int Economic C ommittees
of the :iKk 87th Conere s s .

Ho is known a s a man of courage who votes his

He walks in high places as proud of

convictione unafraid to be counted.

his C atholic f1dth as he ie of the fact tho.t his brother is a priest.

Although

he is under the demands of R terr if'ic schedule a s a :rnarn.ber of' congr e s s , he
has generously found the time to c ome to this
principal speaker of the evening.
Hono rable

�l e

T . Bogit:•

•

I

am

co

nve:rxtion to s erve a.s your

pleased, t herefore, to introduce the

Congressman and Brother Boggs.

•

Thank you Congres smi.n Boggs .

Louisiana is fortunat e to ax have a.

man of your stature with the vision exemp lified by your remarks here
this evening , a. ll.:lm one of its representatives in tb3 Congre s s . We thank

!J�

you qKilix s inc e rely for a magnificent a.dress and for the
have tken t o be with u s 1 t o cont

time you

� to the success of this

dinner .
*c ***** ***************

And now Brtoher Kni�hts , I call on an.e who requires no introduction
l-0-vJ

to this gathering for he is our esteeu� d, efficient a.Di dedicated Worthy
fi
Stat e Deputy J0hn J . Puis segur of New Orleans.
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Thank you - Worthy State Deputy.
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To Lou isiana there ca.me a.n excepti ona l honor whe n His Excellency
beloved
the
ishop of Alexandria was name d and he accepted the appointment as the

/B

Supreme Chap lain of the Knight s of Columbus .
which he seens reflected in the progra.m of the
figure a.t these annual meetings.
the Supreme Chaplain,, to

ti#W'

good works

K.C . 1 S makes him a. familiar

k
e pl easure in asking His Exce llency,
I ta

speak to u s for
�

Charles P . Greco of Al exandria .
* - - - - -

Ttank you your excellency.

His zeal for t he

... - -

THE GOOD CF THE ORDER.

Bishop

As

we

bri� l.his Jnner to a close

-

may I eX?ress t hanks t o

!� r . ¥.W. Davl s and h i s ccmmittee •.'lho '.tere respons-ible "'or the
srlendi.d arranget•1ents for this banquet .

-
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-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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THE FAMILY � � STATE

It is an honor to be.invited to discuss the subject of "The Family
and the State ."

are

We

interest.,d in the subject of the Christian marriage

and approach it from the

�int

/

Catholic so

of the doctrines of our religion as Ranan

We turn back to the

Ae a lawya; ,I will begin with a celebrated case.

October term of the United States Supreme Court in

19'24•

The Governor of the

State of Oregon and the Society of Sisters of the Ho13' Name• of Jesus and Mary,
a

religious corporation of the State of Oregon, are before the Court .

The

issue is the constitutionality of the Oregon Canpulsory Education Act which
statute, adopted by the electorate of that State in
guardian ,

1922,

required every parent ,

.2!:. other I!!rson having control of a child between the ages of eight
send that child to

and sixteen yea.re to
he resides.

In this day,

some

t.� public school in the district where

thirty years removed from. that en!lctment , we,

Americans, may- find it difficult to imagine that such a law was actually
on the statute books .

put

aa

But such a statute was enacted by the State of Oregon .

Counsel tor the Governor of the State argued to the Court that it was a perfectly
proper enactaent to promote 11tle health , safety, peace, morale and education or
general welfare" of the people of the State of Oregon.

And the further arg\Jllent

was made by counsel for the Go.ernor :

"Ae to minors,t�e State stands in the position of parena
patriae and may exercise unUm:ited supervision and control over their

contrac ts , occupation and conduct, and the liberty and right of those

who assume to deal with them."
The

Governor

and his counsel argued that this was no threat to re-

ligious liberty nor interference therewith; rather, it was eaid the statute
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reflected a policy of maintaining separation 91, church !I!9, state

and a policy

favoring a single public school system. free from influences in favor of any
religious organization, sect, creed or belief.
The Society of Sisters had for many years been engaged in the work
of religious and secular education , o.onducting such systematic moral training
according to the faith o f the Catholic Church.
an abrupt destruction of this good work .

The Oregon statute threatened

Ae counsel tor the Society ot

Sisters argued , it s true purpose, "as well as its intended practical efi'ect,
was the destruction of private preparatory and parochial schools; for they
certainly could not survive the denial of the right of parents to have their
children thus educated in the primary grades ...
Thus the question which the Court faced assmed historic proportions .
It involved issues transcending the rights of the private and parochial schools.
The brief for the Society of Sisters pointed out :

"***there is involved in the case at bar a far

more

im

portant group ot individual rights, namel7 , the rights of parents
and guarcli&ns who desire to send their children to such schools, and
the rights of the children themselTes.

Refiection should soon con

vince the court that those right s , which the statute seriously abridges
and impairs, are of the very essence of personal liberty and ft'eed<XD.. �
In this day and under our civilization the child of man i s his parent 's
child � not � State's.

'Take away from the parent s all care and

concern for their children'e education, and you make a social life an
impossible and Wlintelligible notion . '
Nations, Book VI, c II,

§4 .

Pufendorf 1 s Law of Nature and

It need, therefore, not excite our wonder

that today no country holds p!U'enthood in so slight esteem as did Plato
or the Spartans - except Soviet Russia . "

-2-

Thus was the issue framed and the United States Supreme Court
struck down the Oregon statute as a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, holding, among other things , that the
statute was an unreasonable interference with the liberty ot parents and guardians
to direct the upbringing and education of children under their contro1 . Said the
Court :

11The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all govern
ments in this Union repose excludes any general power of the State
to standardize its children by forcing them to accept instruction
The child is not the mere creature of

trcm public teachers only .

the State; those who nurture him and direct his destin,y have the
right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and. prepare him for
additional obligation s."

The purpose of this citation and discussion is apparent.

It

illustrates the basic idea , that the family, as such, has certain fundamental
rights which are beyond the legislative competency of the State; that there are
rights ao closely related to the function and purposes of the fe;mily that they
fall outside ot the sphere permissible interference of the Government .

That

the judiciary in a proper case wiJ.l scrutinize a legislative expression of the
power or the State to ascertain whether there is an infringement of constitutional
rights . At least this i s true under our American constitutional system.

That case,

by the same token , however , i1lustrates, that there is a broad area of per
missible action

in whic h the State

and

the Family as agencie s of society have

joint and concurrent responsibilities , though fran the viewpoint of the issues
of liberty that are involved , basic and fundamental rights m<q not be infringed.
But , one may say, those are platitudinous generalities and how is
one to determine the relative functions and sphere of c anpetency of the family
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and the State?

How is one to fashion the relationship tbat should exist

between the famil.y and the State?
The question is a live one because

there is

a

we

exist in a canplex world where

tendency to grasp for solutions of every social and econanic

problem through the agency of legislation and by utilization of the power
of politically organi zed society - the power of the State.

In this very

tendency there is always the danger of misguided effort and there is al.ways
a threat to an infringement upon basic moral values and basic ideals of freedan..

The one true guide , however difficult its application to individual cases

may be, is found in the Catholic doctrine echoed through the age , that "the

State and the Church are both perfect aocieities, both sovereigns in their
respective fields , the state having exclusive jurisdiction over temporal
1
matters and the Church having ex.elusive jurisdiction over spiritual matters.11

It is this principle translated to the area of the tamilr, which serves to
assist in the resolution of potential conflicts by resort to the moral law.
Father Scbniedeler of the Benedictine Order - to assist Catholics
in their thinking on the vital question of "Family Rights" has written an
enlightening pamphlet bearing that title .
ot the National

He hae pointed out that a C0111t
11i tee

Catholic Welfare Conference has sutmitted to the Human Rights

Commission ot the United Nations a statement or declaration which sets forth
distinctions between the rights of the human person, the rights of the tami�,
the daneetic rights of States and the rights of States in the international
canmunit7.

l.

2.

2

See 01Brien , Book Review of "The P'irst Freedom by Wilford Parsons, S.J."
24 Notre Dame Lawyer 154.

Rev. Edgar Scbniedeler ,

o.s.B. , Oh.D. (The

-4-

Paulist Press)

1948 ,

P• 5.

The preamble to the section pertaining to right s of the family containe the following significant declaration :

"The family is the natural and .fundamental group
unit ot society and is endowed by the Creator with inalienable
right8 antecedent to all positive law.

The tamilI does not exist

for the State, but on the other hand is not independent ."

This document to which Father Sclniedeler refers lists
rights of the family.

3

Qin! basic

They are rights which are o! great concern not only

to us as Catholics, but all right-thinking people of the international and world
colll!lunity.

As listed in the document , and as quoted from the mentioned author ,

they include :

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

60

The right to marry, to establish

4o

heme and beget children.

The right to econan:ic security sufficient for the stability
and independence of the family.
The right to the protection of maternity.
The right t o educate the children .
The right to maintain,

1!' neceesa:cy, by public protection

and assistance, adequate standards of chi1d welfare within
the family circle .
The right to assistance, through ccmnunity services in the
education and care of the children.

'1 .

The right to housing adapted t o the needs and functions of
family life•

a.

The right to immunity of the home from search and trespass.

9

The right to protection against imnoral conditions in the

•

cammuni ty.

3.

a

4

Quoted tran Father Schmiedeler; pamphlet, op. cit . , supra ,p.
Father Schmiedeler, op. cit . , supra PP•
-5-

5-6.

6.

Thi s emneration of family rights obviously includes liberties �

rights

inherent in the very nature of the family as a creation of God, which

are not subj ect to destruction at the hands of the power of the State . But
recognizing that the family is not completely iindependent of the State , there
are also enu:nerated rights which must be protected, safeguarded , and defended
by the power of the Government or the State .

From this statement we deduce that

while the State may not intervene to deprive families of inalienable
or

natural right s , th-a State is neverthele ss in a position to, and has definite

responsibilities to help families by making secure these rights.
Vigilance must be constant , however, to insure that activities
of the State do not go too far in the direction of trespassing upon the rights
of the family . As Catholics we can never concede that the State should exercise
authority in the guise of social policy to sanction violations of .the moral lawo
While we have extremes of interference posed by the fascist , totalitarian and
communist regimes which have been notably ruthless in their onslaughts on human
rights, including those of the family, dangers may exist even under a regime
dedicated

to advanc ement of human rights - dangers in the form of misguided social

measures which strike at such rights as those of begetting and educating children.
Catholics are rightfu11.y- vigilant when such specific threats appear o
The State , moreover , l::upermitting the continuance of economic conditions
threatening the stability of the family may , by such acts of omission , indirectly
undermine the family as

a social institution .

In the adjuat.ment , therefore,

of the delicate relationship between the tamil,y and the State, the problem

is

one of avoiding the dangers of neglect on the one hand and the danger or extreme
interference on the othero

Ae Father Scbniedeler puts it:

-6-

"One must begin, in considering the relation of the State
to the family , with the fundamental and highly :!Jlportant proposition
that the .tami.l,y ia an institution in its own right .
the family arises spontaneously from nature.
it there were no State.

It would exist

even

It gets its rights not from the State but

from nature or, in other words , from nature 's God.
the State may not rob the family ot its rights.
upon them.

That is to say,

Obviously then,

It mq not 1reapaas

Contrariwise , the State has an obligation to protect and

further the exercise of the rights of the family .

Indeed the State

exists in great part for that purpoae.11

Not only is it the duty of the State to protect the family, but the
State likewise bas the power and the duty to adopt appropriate regulatory
measures in the common interest of the State and the family.
For example , it is

a

legitimate exercise of the power of the State

to provide , through legislation , for the issuance of marriage licenses and to
regulate the manner ot their recordation .

Such rules and regulations facilitate

the purposes of marriage and the family and contr'i.bute to stability of the family•
The State may likewise enact measures of child weltare - for the protection ot
neglected children and ma;y even provide that the neglected child in extreme caeea
may be taken from parents who are not fit parents tor the rearing of children.
Grave are the responsibilities of the State for the protection and maintenance
of the marriage institution which thereby involves the maintenance and protection
ot the family.

In a Tariety of ways it recognizes and exerci8es this responsibility -

it cCD:D.only prohibits marriage within prohibited degrees of relationship ot con
sanguinity and denouncing bigamous marriages; it preiscribee certain regulations
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governing formalitie s to evidence the marriage ceremony to insure its •tability,
and all American jurisdictions quite properly permit solemnization of marriage
by religious officers, thereby giving recognition to the religious beliefs of
millions of Americans that marriage is more than a "civil contract" and has been
raised to the dignity of a sacrament .

The State, however , views marriage

as a "civil contract" in the sense that it regulates its civil effects and
regulates the subject of civil annulment of marriage and the subject ot civil
divorce .

As Catholics, we recognize that there i s a marked distinction between

the power of the State , through the processes ot law and its administration to
terminate a marriage in its "civil aspects" and the }>O\fer which i t does not
have to effect a spiritual severanc e .

The latter falls in the realm of the

moral law and is governed. by the basic doctrine - "What God hath joined to
gether , let no

man

put asunder ."

At this point , the Catholic viewpoint of

the indissolubility of marriage comes into play for us.

American citizens

generally today , non-Catholics as well as Catholics, are gravely concerned over
the ever-rising di:vorce statistic s .

If one were to eliminate entirely the

religious considerations that are involved , and merely to contemplate the broken
homes and blasted futures for the children of such homes , one can well realize
that the very stability of our society is threatened by the national disgrace
of divorce.

Citizens may, therefore, right.fully canplain that civil divorce

has been made too easy by the power of the State and • in this respect, that the
State often fails in its duty to protect and maintain the stability of marriage
and the family.
If we turn to the rights of the family previously enumerated - we
can point out that "the right to marry, to establish a home and to beget children"
are rights which have been threatened with infringement by the State under
proposals having as their objective the prevention of marriage in the interest
o•f averting the risk of dref'ective offspring.

-S-

Father Schniedeler sums up Pope Pius XI 1 s encyclical on Christian
Marriage on this danger, by pointing out the fundamental principles recalled
by His Holiness :

(1)

Man has a natural right to enter matrimony;

(2)

The procreative faculty must not be destroyed freely or
under compulsion;

(3)
(4)
(5)

The family is more sacred than the State;
It is not a crime to enter marriage even if defective children
only will be born of the union;
Public authority has no direct power even over the bodiee
of its aubjects . 5

Marriage, in the eyes of the Church, has been sanctified by God
and has been raised to the dignity of a Sacrament.
of the most important rights of man .

But it is fundamentally one

The right to marry

should not be

tampered with by the State even under the guise of the betterment of the race.
In the eyes of the Churc h, this does not afford a justification for action by
the State.

We saw the extremes of the policy of betterment of the race under

the Hitler regime and the human misery it left in its train.

For similar

reasons, the Catholic view maintains that sterilization laws are immoral, unethic:al and beyond the power of the State.
tarred on

man

the faculty of participation

God, the author of life, has con-

in His will of creation.

To strike

at this faculty , through the power of the State, is to strike at the very
purpose of the family and is in violation or the natural rights of

man.

Thus the moral law is a limitation on the power of the State in
dealing with the family .

Catholics should ever be mindful of these limitati ons.

But Catholic families should likewise not voluntarily fall victims to the current

5.

Father Scl'miedeler, Family Right s , op. cit. supra, Po 11.
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paganisms resulting in such immoralities as birth control , or the slaughter
of the innocents.

Our clergy constantly stress this to us as crimes inconsistent

with the purpose or marriage and the family.
The state bas a duty to protect the right of the family
aecurity and to moral security.

The great encyclicals of the Popes have stood

forth aa beacon lights in emphasizing
in the modern world .

to economic

the

necessity ot achieving social justice

This includes the basic principle that the worker must be

paid a wage sufficient to support himself and his family, in order that he may
bring children into the world.

When private funds cannot achieve social and

economic justice in this regard , public assistance on the pa.rt of the State is
an obligation.

Here the State works in harmony with the purposes of the family.

Pope Pius XI, in his encyclical , has stated:

"If, however , far this purpose, private resources do
not suffice , it is the duty of the public authority to supply
for tm insufficient fore es of individual effort, particularly
in a matter which is of such importance to the camnonweal,
touching as it does the maintenance of the family arxi married
people .

It families, i;articula.rly children, have not suitablti

dwellings ; if the husband cannot

find

employment and means of

a livelihood; if the necessities of life cannot be purchased

ex

cept at exhorbitant prices; it, even the mother of the family to
the great harm of the home , is compelled to go forth and seek a
living by her own labor , if she , too, in the ordinary or e ven extra
ordinary labors of childbirt)l , is deprived of proper food, medicine ,
and the a.ssistance of a skilled physi�ian , it is patent to all to what
an

extent married people may lose heart , and how heme life and the

observanc e of God 1 e camnands are rendered difficult for them; indeed ,

-10-

it is obvious how great a peril can arise to the public
security and to the welfare and vecy life of civil society
itself when such men are reduced to that condition of
desperation that , having nothing to lose, they hope for
advantage from the upheaval of the State and of e stablished
order

6

•11

This makes it clear , as His Holiness bas pointed out , that the
State cannot neglect the needs of married people and their families without harm
to the State and to the common good.

Such social legislation as the Social

Security Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Wagner Housing Act, are illustrations of the enactment of social legislation of benefit to the family and such
enactments , though not perfect as all human institutions are imperfect, illustrate
tendencies toward the ideals of social justice on wages, security and housing.
Just as it is the duty of the State to supplement , where individual
enterprise fails, the economic measures necessary for the orderly existence of
the family, there is a similar duty to protect the "moral health and safety
of its citizens and its family groups ."

7

This means law enforcement , suppression

of indecent literature and amusements and a constant

war

on vice and corruption.

In this latter area , the State should match the vigilanc e of the family.
do not assume this full burden,

we

will

If

we

reap the rewards of neglect , as evidenced

by the recent emphasis that has been plac ed on the growing prevalence of crime and
juvenile delinquency.
I have said enough to indicate th& the Catholic viewpoint of the
"family and the state" envisions a harmonious partnership between the functions of

6.

Quoted from Father Scbniedeler , op. cit . , supra PP•

7.

Father Schmiedeler, op� cit o , supra Po 21 .
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15-16 .

both the State and the family .

Certain dangers that threaten the family

today are properly the concern of the Sta.te - having,

as

it should , a great

interest in the stability of marriage and the family.

In

conclusion, I should merely like to say that young Catholica con

templating matrimony should constantly have before them the Catholic conception
of the dignity of the family and its very purpos e . The Catholic Encyclopedia
in discussing "The Christian Family" etates:

Christ not only restored the family to its original
type as something holy, permanent , monogamous , but raised the
contract from which it springs to the dignity of a sacrament, and
thus placed the family itself upon the plane of the supernatural.
The family is holy inasmuch as it is to cooperate with God by procreat
ing children who are destined to be the adopted children of God, and
by instructing them for His Kingdan.
'Wif& is to last until death .
X, 11; 1 Cor. V II ,

10,

(Matt .

The union between husband and

xix, 6

sq.; Luke , XVI,

18;

Mark,

see Marriage, Divorce )

That this i s the highest fonn of the conjugal union, and
the best arrangement for the welfare both of the family and society ,
will appear to anyone who compares dispassionately its moral and ma
terial effects with those flowing from the practice of divorce .
Although divorce has obtained to a greater or less extent among the
majority of people s from the beginning until now, 'there is abundant
evidenc e that marriage has, upon the whole , become more durable in
proportion as the human rac e has risen to higher degrees of culti
vati on . '
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As Christians we should never permit ourselves to forget that
11the end and ideal of the Christian family are likewise supernatural ,
the salvation of parents and children.n

namely,

With these ideals a part of your

thinking as you approach the sacrament of matrimony and its responsibilities,
you should gain the strength not to falter in building a strong family unit
which can carry

out

these high p�poees under the protection of the State,

but consietent with the principles of morality, liberty and human dignity
to which we should adhere o
The importance of the responsibility imposed upon each family
today becomes clear because it has been pointed out :

The American family sense has been greatly weakened in
our d.81' by such rampant evils as childlessness and near
child.lessness , by divorce and various immoralities . The shift
ing of the duty of child care from the home to the State or
private agency , from parent to hireling , and the ebbing away of
certain rights of the family is all serving to add further fuel
to the harmfulness of the situation . It is a very unfortunate
development.

To kill the family sense of a nation is to deal

a deadly blow both to the country and its people .

Everything

feasible should be done at this time to strengthen rather than
weaken that family sense of the 'nation.

That is really to say

that the utmost care should be used both to safeguard and to
strengthen the right s of the family.

Because of the disturbed

conditions and the ideological ferment of the time these have be
come most urgently pressing matters. [Family Right s by Rev. Edgar
Schniedeler , p.

32 . ]
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Let us resolve , each of us, that we will do our respective parts

in every way that

we

eenae of our nation.

can to strengthen, r ather than weaken , the family
To no more useful purpose could your married lives

be dedicated .
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